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The purpose of this document is to:
(1) Identify users of the CDPS Performance Data Base.
(2) Define procedures for operation of the CDPS.
{ ^' tovide guidelines o bWAe flowed in Maintenance of the CDPS
software.
s;r	 (4) Define the output capabilities of the CDPS in support of external
users of the system.
s

3.0 ROLE OF CDPS IN SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING PROGRAM
The CDPS, located at IBM's FSD facility in Huntsville, Alabama, provides the
resources required to assess the performance of solar heating and cooling systems
installed at 60 remote sites. These remote sites consist of residential, commercial,
government, and educational types of buildings, and the solar heating and cooling
systems can be hot--water, space heating, cooling, and combinations thereof. The
instrumentation data associated with these systems will vary according to the appli-
cation and must be collected, processed, and presented in a form which suppotts
continuity of performance evaluation across all applications. In addition, data
must be maintained for historical purposes and for detailed analysis.
In supporting the overall program objectives, the CDPS satisfies the following
functional requirements:
Data Collection - The CDPS daily collects instrumentation data from all
remote sites via standard voice--grade 1200 Baud telephone lines. In
addition, non-instrumentation data available from MSFC, ERDA, HUD, etc.,
which is needed in performing overall system evaluation, is collected
via manual. means.
Data Processing - The CDPS accepts raw data, as collected by the data
collection function, and performs the data processing functions required
to transform the raw data into processed information for use in system
evaluation/analysis activities. The CDPS also provides the resources to
maintain a performance evaluation data base, containing both raw data
and processed information, for use in support of performance analysts.
Data Archiving - To provide capability for detailed analyses of system
performance and to maintain data for historical purposes, the CDPS provides
the capabilities to archive data collected and processed during the
program. Both raw data and processed data is retained on magnetic tape,
and formal reports are archived in a library.
Data Distribution - In addition to collection, processing, and archiving
of data, the CDPS provides the essential function of distributing the
data to the appropriate organizations. Distribution is in the form of
printed reports, data plots, and magnetic tapes.
Systems Analysis Simulation An essential capability in assessing the
performance of solar heating and cooling systems is the ability to predict
performance for correlation with operational performance. The CDPS
provides the resources needed in sa?port of this simulation activity and




As shown in figure 3-1s the CDFS consists of three major elements - communication
interface computers central data processing computer, and performance evaluation
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r=figure 3-1. Role of Central Data Processing System
4.0 CDPS OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
The CDPS.:mus.t satisfy.the processing ;and.user..support requirements resulting
from daily data collection from all. remote sites To provide data to analysts by
the beginning of first shift each day, an operations procedure has been established
and is discussed in the following paragraphs A pictorial representation of the
operations flour  is shown in Figure 4--1.
4.1 DATA COLLECTION
SDAS data collection will occur during the evening hours (beginning at 2007).
The collecting will continue until approximately 2330 (60 sites require approximate-
ly 3.5 hours) and upon completion, will be transferred via data link to the S/370-
145 (requires 30 seconds). Computer operator intervention will be performed at.
the start of data collection. time period to initiate the System 7 software.- During
the data collection time period, the communication interface computer console will
be monitored for indications of telecommunications progress in contacting and
rece;.wing data from the SDAS equipment. In the event. of communications difficulties.,
effort will be undertaken to resolve the problem during the hours dedicated to data
collection. The communication operations personnel will be guided in the problem
resolution by directions from the S/7 software analyst. The operator will, as
required, interface with the MSFC Telecommunications Systems Status Center (TSSC) for
resolution of communications difficulties.
4.2 DATA PROCESSING
Data ;_ocessing on the host computer will occur between the hours of midnight
and 0700.each day in order to provide error reports and summary reports and perfor-
mance reports for SIMS'analysts at the beginning of first shift (0800). The Input
Processing portion of the CDPS software system will be executed, upon completion of
data communication and retrieval by the Communication Interface computer, and will
process the forwarded data from the System/7. All processed data containing no
errors will be converted into engineering units, performance calculations performed,
and data made ready for insertion into the performance evaluation data bank. Errors
encountered during processing will be flagged such that erroneous data will not be
entered into the data base, and error messages /reports will be provided for
analysts.
x
4.3 DATA WE PROCESS""N
Upon . completion of the Input, Processing:phase, the,Data Base/User Support soft-
ware will be executed in a batch environment under control of computer operations
personnel..- This processing will be accomplished in a manner to satisfy data avail-
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Figure 4-1. Summary Chart of CDPS Daily Operations
To ensure timely completion, a high priority will be. assigned to the processing
of input data and will be monitored by operations personnel. If conflicts occur,
the processing will be assigned the highest priority and will override any other
processing.
Archiving of data will be provided through the use of software within the host
computer. Raw .data, processed data, and performance reports will be maintained
within the computing facility and will be distributed as required for analysis/
storage.
4.4 USER SUPPORT
User support will require that the data base management software allow ready
access to the data base contents via local terminals and support batch job access
to data for special analysis activities. When the IBM performance analyst requires
a terminal capability-to access the performance evaluation data base the computer
operations personnel will, upon request, initiate the terminal processing capability
of the NIPS software.
4.5 DATA BASE MAINTENANCE
In addition to the daily scheduled updating of the Performance Evaluation Data
Base with input from the Input Processing Software there will be the capability to
perform selected maintenance on an as required basis.
4.5.1 Error Correction
Error conditions on data fields within the data base corrected during first
shift will be entered into the data base via local terminals (for small data volune)
or via batch job submission. Upon completion of error correction, the performance
evaluation data within the data base will be formatted and written to magnetic tape
for transfer to the MSFC Solar Energy Data Base.
4.5.2 Non--Instrumentation Data Handlin
Data elements to be added to the data base which are not gathered by the SDAS
and processed in the CDPS, such as site location, site equipment availability,
weather data, etc., will be entered into the data base via terminal or batch mode
using the NIPS File Maintenance capability. This will allow for text type data
to become part of the data base and available for reporting purposes.
5.0 DEFINITION OF CDPS USERS
This section provides a brief description of CDPS users and their functions.
Detailed information about user functions can be found in subsequent sections of
this document.
CDPS Software_ Support Personnel - Responsible for maintenance of CDPS
Software and for continual evaluation of software performance during
daily operations. Includes the following support personnel:
^.	 {1) Communication Interface Programmer(s)/Analyst
(2) Input Processing Programmers)/Analyst
(3) Data Base Maintenance Programmer(s)/Analyst
Computer Operations Support Personnel - Re-sponsible for:
(1) Operation of the CDPS configurations during daily data
collection and processing
(2) Maintenance of archived/backup data on magnetic tape
(3) Production of daily/monthly/seasonal/annual reports as
requested by Report Distribution :rsonnel.
Site Performance Analysts - Responsible for:
(l) Providirg site descriptive data for establishing data base
entry for site.
(2) Review/analyze daily reports produced from operational data.
(3) Provide calibration/conversion data for processing of operational
data.
Data Request Coordinators - Responsible for:
(1) Interface with internal/external CDPS users
(2) Coordinate activities required to satisfy user requests
(3) Coordinate changes to CDPS hardware/software to ensure that





i6.0 CDPS SOFTWARE USER GUIDELINES
As was stated in Section 5, the CDPS software users will consist of a Com-
munication Interface Programmez'.)/Analyst, and Input Processing Programmer(s)/
Analyst, and a Data Base Maintenance Programmer(s)/Analyst. This section of the
user`s manual addresses the user information required in accomplishing those Pro-
grammer/Analyst functions.
6.1 COM^HZIICATION INTERFACE PROGPJMER(s)/ANALYST USER GUIDELINES
User guidelines for the Communication Interface Programmers)/Analyst have been
structured to address each area of responsibility. These areas are:
(1) Software maintenance
(2) Generation of S/7 load library
(3) Communication error analysis
(4) Remote site troubleshooting
(5) Site directory maintenance
(6) System/7 -- 5/370-145 Interface




IBM System/7 Teleprocessing Multiplexer (GA34-1510--1)
IBM System/7 Functional Characteristics (GA34--0003-6)
IBM System/7 Sensor Based Control Adapter (SBCA) General Information
Manual. (GA34-1512-0)
IBM System/7 7431 Serial Printer (SY34-0520-1)
Data Auxiliary Set 301 (Automatic Calling Unit) Interface
Specification (Western Electric)
Data Set 202C - Type Reference Guide (Western Electric)
<^L PAGE 




IMi System/? Operator's Guide (GA34--0007-4)
A Guide to Host APG/7 Operations (SE20-9503--2)
The APG/7 Encyclopedia (SH2O-9510--I)
MTMT Operation Manual
6.1.2 Software Maintenance
The Communication Interface Software Source Statements, written in AaPG/7
language are , resident on disk on the S1370-145 Computer. The disk data set
containing the operational program is named ERVLG31A. SIMS and is accessible
via IUMT within the IBM Huntsville Facility. The APG/7 compiler is resident
within the S/370-145. The procedures to be used in maintaining the commuhication
interface software are described below.
The overall software structure is shown in figure 6-1 and is comprised of a
nucleus and application program.
6.1.2.1 Avvl.ication Pro gram Source Statement Maintenance
The Source Statements for the communication interface softrwa:re must be retained
on Disk Data Set SYSL.SYS7.MACLIB. This data set must be written to a temporary file
for dating and testing prior to release for operational. use. Source statements and
update transactions for previous released versions must be written to magnetic tape
and retained for record purposes and/or recovery in the event of loss of the
operational program statements on disk. Upon completion of testing of changes,
the new source statements must be written to the operational Disk Data Set and a'
date of_replacement applied to the Data Set for reference purposes. This procedure
is pictorially shown in figure 6-2.
6.1.2.2 Nucleus Generation
The Nucleus Programs is comprised of System Programs provided by the APG/7
compiler and is created on the S/370-145-through a compilation/link . edit activity.
The communication interface software package utilizes several separate nucleus
programs:
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` yll	 6.1.2.3 ADDlicati.on Programs Compilation
(.' Application Program Compilation is performed on the S/370-145 utilizing the
APG/7 compiler. Input to the compiler consists of the source statements resident
on the S/370-145 disk. Output of the compiler is a program listing and a load
''-	 module for the System/7 computer. Input and output parameters are specified pia
Job Control Language (JCL) Statements. A representative JCL setup for compiling
an application procedure is found. in "A Guide to Host APG/7 Operations."
6.1.2.4 Nucleus Compilation
Nucleus capabilities are selected via control cards enclosed within the JCL
Statements. Information regarding nucleus generation is found in IBM documents
"AFG17 Question Forms and Messages" and "A Guide to Host APG/7 Operations."
6.1.2.5 System/7 road Module Creation
System/7 Load Modules are created on the S/370-145 through use of the APG/7
link editor. Input to the link editor consists of the nucleus program load module
and the application programs load modules. Output of the link editor is a load
module which contains all programs required to execute on the System/7 with all
program linkages resolved. Details of the module creation procedure are given
in "A Guide to Host APG/7 Operations."
6.1.3 System/7 Load Library Generation
The System/7 load library will be resident on the System/7 disk and will be
comprised of the System/7 load modules generated on the S/370--145. To generate the
library, the load modules mu4t be transferred from the S1370-145 to the System/7
via the Sensor Based Control Adapter (SBCA), catalogued on the System/7, and written
to System/7 disk.
The procedures to be followed in veneration of the load library are given
below:
S/370-145 Action	 System/7 Action
EXECUTE Program `SBCUPROG t
	






REPLY t [PROGRAM NkME DESIRED], Rot
STOP t SBCL'PRDG t
18
5	 5...
6.1.4 Communication Error Analysis
The "Communicatiox;, Log Report" provides the basic information, used in
troubleshooting of communication problems. A summary of the error conditions,
detected by the software is created whenever communication is attempted with a
remote site by the S/7 operational program. Table 6.0 contains a description
of these communication errors.
6.1.5 Remote Site Troubleshooting
„
	
	 The "Test SDAS Interface" software within the System/7 exists within the
load library as member "W7TEST". If the Site Performance Analyst determines
that manual troubleshooting of a remote site is required, the "Test SDAS Inter-
face" software must be loaded from the load library. The procedure to be




(2)	 After reply printed indicating program Loaded., enter present time as
YY,DDD,HR,1,^M,SS
where:	 YY -= Year
DDD = Numeric day of year




(3)	 Respond to printed command options as desired.
COMMAND DESIGNATION
'OPEN'	 - Open command to TP101
'CLOS'	 - Close command to TPMri
'DIAL'	 - Dial command to TPMM
'REDS''	 - Read configuration and End of File to Site
'DISC'	 - Disconnect to site
'REWD'	 - Rewind tape to site
'RDCN'	 - Read configuration to site
'DRWD'	 - Disconnect and Rewind to site
'REIN'	 - Reinitialize to site
'RSST'	 - Read storage table to site
'CALL'	 - Call over local line to site
'CALT'	 - Call over tie lane to site
'CALS'	 - Call using site direction
'EXIT'	 - Exit test execution
Note: CALL, CALT, and CALS performs the CLOS, OPEN
and DIAL functions automatically.
(4) Analyze errors (see Table 6.0) encountered during communications.





	 DESCRIPTION OF ERROR
* 2	 I/O Parameter list busy
* 3	 Invalid control word
4	 Data set check
• Loss of Data Set Ready during a read
• Loss of Carrier Detect during a read
• Loss of Clear to Send during a write
o	 ACTS not ready during a dial
5 Line closed
6 Invalid line number
7 Data overrun
o	 Gharacter interrupt occurred before
previous character serviced
8 System/7 ?CIO error
9 Timeout between characters
15 Timeout (no reply)
16 BCH error in command frame
*17 I/O area overrun
*32 Invalid buffer count
34 Data set not ready
40 BCH errors detected in data
*Software Error - Program Stop




6.1.6 Site Directory Maintenance
The System/7 Site Directory contains the information needed to automatically
perform data collection functions and to transmit data to the S/370-145 for
subsequent processing. Maintenance of the Site Directory consists of addition and/
or deletion of entries as remote sites are brought on-line or terminated. In
addition, the capability to print the contents of the Site Directory is provided.
The software to support these maintenance functions are the Site Directory update
program and the Site Directory print program. These programs and associated
nucleus are contained within the load Library and are executed as described below:
(l) Via 5028	 Enter 'L W7EXEC'
(2) After reply printed indicating program loaded enter present time,
(3) Print Site Dir c or—
Enter 'DSD'
Reply 'Y' if all sites are desired to be printed. Reply 'N' is only
selected sates are to be printed.
Reply 'd' where d is site number of site to be printed.
(4) Update Site Directory
Enter 'WD"
Reply 'm' where m is desired site number to be updated.
Not c:: If a new site is to be added to the directory, the site number
must be the next number past the last site number entry.
Reply 'y' if the telephone number is to be updated.
Reply 'nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn'
Where n is the formatted 32 digit telephone number.
Information regarding the correct format for dial
digits can be found in "IBM System/7 Teleprocessing
Multiplexer"
20
6.1.7 System/7 - S/370-145 Interface
The software utilized within the Systm/7 to communicate with the S/370-145
consists of several different programs dependent upon the type of transfer. Table
6-1 contains a correlation of data transfer requirements and corresponding
System/7 software.
Table 6.1 -
Data Transfer Requirements	 System/7 Software
System/7 Load Modules	 PGM Load
Remote Site Operational Data 	 Host Forward Store
System/7 load module transfer is used in creation of the System/7 Load
Library. Procedures for operation are discussed in paragraph 6.1.3.
The "Host Forward Store" software is contained within the load library and
provides the capabilities to format data collected from remote sites and transfer
the dats to the S/370-145 for processing. Procedures for execution of this soft-
ware and error conditions/corrective actions are described below:
(1) Insure that 'SECU FROG' has been.initiated in Host
(2) Via 5023 IPL from System/7 fixed disk
Y	 (3) After System/7 prints >, enter $LI
(4) After System/7 prints 'PGbI ('11ME, IODAW, enter 'ITS'
(5) After System/7 prints 'SCCU FROG STARTED 013 HOSTV, enter 'Y'
(6) Upon completion of transfer of data, System/7 will print





6.2 INPUT PROCESSING PROGRANMEPVANAL)^ST USER GUIDELINES
The Input Processing Programmer/Analyst will have the: following, areas of
responsibility;
(1) Source Statement. Maintenance
(2)- Input Processing Report Analysis
M (3) Jab Control Language (JCL) Statements
^) Maintenance of the Site. Data Description File
The user guzdel Ines associa-oed with the above areas of responsibility are
discussed. in subsequent paragraphs.
6.2.1	 Applicable Docufients'...
The following documents are required in order to perform the functions of the
Input Processing Programmer/Analyst.
Document Name Numb'r`
CDPS Software Performance Specification IBM No.. 7933251
CDPS Software Design Document
PL/1 Reference Manual IB I GC28,
PL/I Programmer's Guide IBM GC28-6594.
JCL Manual TBIH GC28 `:6539`
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Figure.:ti,24. lnput: Processin9 Software Sysfem,0eslgn
Updating of the Source Statements and creation of new operational load modules
will he contro lled by procedures as specified in the CDPS Development Plan.
Changes to source must be approved prior to implementation, and utilization of
ziaw o perational load Modules gill occur only after testing of changes has been
completed: Previous versions of both source and load modules, with identification
of changes, will be maintained.
Source update..can'be accomplished through either the MTMT update capability or
the use of the IEBX]PDATE capability-. All transactions Made to create a new input
processing load module must be recorded andd maintained.
The compilation of input processing software will be controlled via Job Control
Language (,JCL) statements. Set-ups for compilation and link edit if the input
processing software are shown in figure 6.2--2.
A significant portion of Input Processing Software maintenance will be the
implementation of performance evaluation equations supplied by performance analysts.
The equations will be site dependent.
6.,243 Input Processing Report Analysis
The input processing software produces the follauk%g reports during its
operational .ut- lzaation:
a Raw Data Processing Reports
a Merge and Summary Reports
a History Reports
Des^:ription of these reports and actions required of the programmerlanalyst
are discussed below:
6.2.3.1 Raw Data Processing Analyses
Raw Data Processing provides the following;
a Varying levels of site raw data processing summaries (see
figure 6.2-3).
a An overall raw data processing summary (see figure 6.2-4).
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nTable 5.2--1. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (.Sheen of 6)
r	 Message: NO SITE DATA DESCRIPTION RECORD FOR SITE ^ . DATA FOR THIS
SITE BYPASSED,
"	 Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (Main)
Explanation: Raw data with a site id for which there is no record in the
Site Data Description file. Either the raw data is wrong, or
the Site Data Information for the site must. be added to the
Site Data Description file.
Message: SITE -IS A SITE WITH NO PREVIOUS DATA.
Error Level: None	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (?lain)
Explanation: No record for the site was found in the continuity file. This
means that the current batch or raw data contains the first
r	 operational data collected from the site.
Message: LOST IN RAW FILE. SITE ID RECORD HAS WRONG FILL PROCESSING
STOPPED.
Error Level: 16	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (Main)
Explanation: Raw data has wrong format or some data is missing. Consult
with System/7 programmers for possible problem explanation.
(Site id record content is printed.)
Message: PECULIAR VALUES IN TIME OF SITE ID. DATA PROCESSING FOR THE SITE
WILL BE BYPASSED. PROCESSING FOR OTHER SITES WILL BE ATTnfPTED.
Erro. Level: 12	 Subroutine: IPSRAid (Main)
Explanation: Either System/7 put bad values in Site id record or this is
not a site id record. If record also has bad fill data or
bad counters it is probably not an id record. Consult with
System/7 programmers for possible problem explanation. (Site
id record content is printed.)
a„ =-	 Message: BAD VALUE(S) IN COUNTERS OF SITE ID RECORD. PROCESSING SWOPPED.
.M	
Error Level: 16	 Subroutine: IPSF,ktJ (Main)
Explanation: Either System/7 put bad value(s) in Site id record or this is
not an id record. If record also has bad fill data or bad
time values it is probably not an id= record. Consult with
a
	
	 System/7 programers for possible error explanation. (Site
id record content is printed.)
Table ti.2-1. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (Sheet 2 of 61
Message: HIGHEST SEVERITY LEVEL.
Error Level: Not applicable -Subroutine: IPSRAW (Main)
Explanation: If 16, terminal error encountered. If 12, processing failed
for one or more sites. If 10, one or more data blocks
rejected. If S, one or more scans rejected. If 4, one or
more individual variable readings rejected. If 0, no data
rejected.
Message: UNEXPECTED END OF FILE OF RAW DATA 14HILE SEPA.R..4TING RAW DATA OF
SITE	 LNTO DkfA AND FLAG STREAMS.
Error Level: 16	 Subroutine: STREAK!
Explanation: Site id record must have a bad value in its counters or some
raw data has been lcs't. Consult with System/7 programmers
for possible error explanation.
Message: SCANSEP: END OF FILE READING DATAFIL. PROCESSING STOPPED FOR
SITE
Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: End-of--site indication not found in the data records for the
site. If BCH error count for the site was not zero then
p robably a noise problem made an End-of--block or End--of-site
unrecognizable.
Message: SCANSEP, END OF FILE READING FLAGFI'L. PROCESSING STOPPED FOR
SITE
Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: SCA:NISEP
Explanation: Normally accompanies an 'END OF FILE READING DATA.FIL `
 message
and is part of the same problem.
Message: SCANSEP. A COPLU1LD FR.4.M€E HAS ILLEGU. CODE UND NO BCH ERROR. PRO-




Explanation: Either raw data has wrong fcrmat or the scan separation
routine has gotten lost processing noisy data. Look at site
BCH error count and consult with System/7 prograirmer for
problem explanation.
1$
Table 6.2-1. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (Sheet3 of 61
Message: SCANSEP: A SCAN WITH TIME
	 HAS BEEN DROPPED SINCE TIME
< = TIME OF LAST SCAN. SITE ID
Error Level: 8	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Error could be caused by rerunning same raw data and not re-
storing to previous version of continuity file. Otherwise,
time may be wrong or time of previous scan may be wrong.
Message: SCANSEP: A SCAN WITH T114E - HAS BEEN DROPPED SINCE TIME
> = RUN TIME. SITE ID = „^._
Error Level: 8	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Could be caused by a clock reset at the site. Also could be
connected to a time overrun at the site.
Message : SCkNSEP: BCH ERROR IN CO1N2LkAID FRAME WITH END-OF-SITE CO^D[AND
FOR SITE ID
Error bevel: 10 	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Noisy data. Command is treated as End-of-site. If command
should have been Block-Start then one or more data blacks were
lost. Compare SCANSEP actual and expected raw data byte counts.
Message: SCANSEP: BCH ERROR IN COTM1fLND FRAME WITR BLOCK START COlMiAND CODE.
BLOCK OF DATA SKIPPED FOR SITE ID __
Error Level: 10
	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Noisy data. Command with BCH error treated as Block Start.
Normally :Weans a block of data is rejected. If should have
been End-of-site then will probably and up rejecting all data
for the sate.
Message: SCANSEP: CO 5LAND WITH BCH ERROR AND ILLEGAL CODE ASSUMED TO BE
BLOCK START. BLOCK WILL BE SKIPPED FOR SIT'S
Error Level: 10	 Subroutine: SCANSEP




Table 6.2-1. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (Sheet 4 of 6)
Message:	 SCANSEP:	 COMMAND WITH BCH ERROR AND ILLEGAL, CODE ASSUMED TO BE
END OF SITE. SITE ID =
ErrLT '.evel:
	 10 Subroutine:	 SCANSEP
Explanation:
	 Similar to BCH error in command with End-of-site command. code.
Message:	 SCANSEP:	 BCH ERROR IN END OF BLOCK OR START OF SCAN.
	 DECODED AS
END OF BLOCK. SITE ID =
Error Level:	 8 Subroutine:	 SCANSEP
Explanation:
	 Trying to correctly process noisy data.
	 Six or more characters
of 'FF' imply End-of-block.
	 If wrong probably will get lost in
the scan separation process.
Message:	 SCANSEP:	 BCH ERROR IN END OF BLOCK OR START OF SCAN DECODE? AS
START OF SCAN AND SCAN DROPPED.
	 SITE ID =
Error Level:	 8 Subroutine:	 SCAiNISEP
Expl2xxation:	 Trying to process noisy data.
	 If data does not contain at
least b bytes of 'FF' as in . End-of-Block it is treated as
Start-of--Scan.	 The scan is dropped because of uncertain
time.




	 12 Subroutine:	 CNVTEST
Explanation:	 Bad information in the Site Data Description file.
	 Change
values on the Site Data Information form and/or change the
Site Data Description Utility.
Message:




	 12 Subroutine:	 CNVTEST
Explanation:
	 Bad information in the Site Data Description file.
	 Change
values on the Site Data Information form and/or change the
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Tabfa 6.2-1. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (Sheet 5 of 6)
Message: IN CNVTEST HAVE SITE ID MISMATCH.
SITE-DATA-INFO. SITE-ID = 	 SCAN SITE--ID =
NIPS--INPUT. SITE-ID = 	 PROCESSING TERMINATED.
Error Level: 15	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Should never happen. Look for a software problem.
Message: CNVTEST: ILLEGAL CONVERSION TYPE IN SITE DATA INFO. PROCESSING
STOPPED FOR SITE ID
Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Bad information in the Site Data Description file. Change
values on the Site Data Information form and/or change the
Site Data Description Utility.
Message: VARIABLE 	 OUT OF LLMITS AT TIME
MINIMUM =	 MAXILNLI =	 VALUE
Error Level: None	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Engineering units value of variable is outside of performance
analyst specified limits.
	
sage: VARIABLE	 HAS BCH ERROR AT TILIE
Error Level: None	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: A BCH flag error affects the portion of the raw data from
which the variables data was extracted. The value could be
wrong.
	
^M Message: VARIABLE	 CHANGED TOO FAST AT TI1ME
Error Level: None	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Change between successive values or a variable exceeds per-
formance analyst specified limits.
Message: VARIABLE	 REJECTED A.T TIME
Error Level:	 s	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Variable failed two or more tests {out-of-limits, £Ci_ error,
or changing-too--fast} and value was -rejected.
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Table &24. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (Sheet 6 of 6)
Message: CNVTEST: SAD OP CODE IN ENGINEER EQUATIONS. PROCESSING STOPPED
FOR SITE
Error Level: 12 	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Bad computed variable equation in Site Data Description file.
Change data on Site Data Information form and./or change the
Site Data Description Utility.
Message: VARIABLE 	 HAS CONSTANT VALUE
Error Level: None
	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: A variable which performance analyst has specified must change
had a constant value throughout one batch of raw input. In-





Table 6,2-2, rVerge and Summary Error Memages (Sheet 1 of 2)
Message: SORT COMPLETION CODE
Subroutine: MERGSUM (Main) prints message to indicate return code from sort
routine.
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful.. Any other code means not
successful. Examine sort messages for problem indication.
Message: MERGE SELECT COMPLETION CODE
Subroutine: NERGSbM (Main) prints message to indicate return code from Merge
Select routine,
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful. Any other code means not
successful. A previous message should indicate reason for
failure.
ssage: GENERATE HOURLY
Subroutine: uERGSUM (Main) prints message to indicate return code from
Generate Hourly Records routine.
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful. Any other code means not
successful.. A previous message should indicate reason for
failure.
Message: GENERATE DAILY COMPLETION CODE
Subroutine: MERGSCIM (Main) prints message to indicate return code from
Generate Daily Records routine.
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful. Any other code means not
Successful. A previous message should indicate reason for
failure.
Message: TOTAL MERGE & SUMKkRY COMPLETION CODE
Subroutine: MERGSUhi (Main)
Explanation: Completion code zero means successful. Any other code means not
successful.. A previous message should indicate reason for
failure.
3	 Message: FOR SITE	 A RECORD IN ADDED DETAIL RECS HAS TI:E<=
THE TIME OF THE LAST OLD 
DETAIL 
RECORD FOR THE SITE.
Subroutine: MERGSEL
Explanation: Incorrect job setup.
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Table 6.2 2. Merge and Summary Error Messages (Sheet 2 of 2)
Message: FOR SITE 	 A HISTORICAL DAILY RECORD HAS TIME
GREATER THAN HISTORY TIME
Subroutine: GENDALY
Explanation: Incorrect job setup.
Message: OLD DETAIL RECORD FILE HAS WRONG LEVEL. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: MERGSEL
Explanation: Incorrect job setup. Old detail record file is wrong.
Message: ADDED DETAIL RECORD FILE HAS WRONG LEVEL. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: MERGSEL
Explanation: Incorrect job setup. added detail record file is wrong.
(SORTIY)
Message: SELECTED DETAIL RECORDS USED TO GENERATE HOURLY RECORDS HAVE
IMONG LEVEL. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: GENHRLY
Explanation: Either incorrect job setup or a software problem in MERGSEL or
GENHRLY.
Message: HOURLY RECORDS USED TO GENERATE DAILY RECORDS HAVE WRONG LEVEL.
PROCESSING-STOPPED.
Subroutine: GENDALY
Explanation: Either incorrect job setup or a software problem in GENHRLY or
GENDALY.
Message: HISTORICAL DAILY RECORDS HAVE WRONG LEVEL. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: GENDALY
Explanation: Incorrect job setup. Also could be caused by a software problem





PUN TIME 77/11/15 23.4:INPUT PROCESSING SYSTEM. CONVERSION OF RAW INPUT TO DETAIL RECORDS BEGUN FnQ SDAS r;9
SDAS CLOCK BASE TIME	 77/09/01 11.2 ^..IT
PREV SDAS CLOCK BASE T14E. 77/09/01 11.20.3?
KRAW_DATA_RECORDS Be	 MRAW DATA_BYTFS 16376	 MBCH_ERRORS
STREAM PROCESSING COMPLETED WITH ERROR • CCIDE 0
SCANSEP
DATA BLOCKS TOT:	 22	 OUTPUT:	 22	 REJECTED:	 ^
SCANS
	
TOT: +242	 OUTPUT: 242	 REJECTED.	 0
#RA1f_DATA_BYTES	 EXPECTED: 16376	 ACTUAL: 16376




TIME OF PREV LAST SCAN 77/11/14 01.56.00
TIME OF FIRST SCAN	 77/11/14 02.01.05
VARIABLE CH21
	
HAS CONSTANY VALUE O.GCO
VARIABLE CH24	 HAS CONSTANT VALUE 0.800
TiMF OF LAST SCAN	 77/11/14 23.36.01
fi_OF SCANS_OUTPUr 242
ANALYSTS RY VARIABLES
VARNAME =OUT OF_L1MIT5	 #BCH_ERRORS #CHNa TOO_FAST #REJECTED Mf111Va,t15' MIN VALUE TIME MAX-VALUE
CHOI
_	 0 r 0 0 0.004 77/ti/14 02.01.85 0.-0C4
CH15 0 0 0 0 12.317 77/11/14 x5.33.21 331.45=
CH2 5 0 C 0 0 7-. - C9 77/11/14 ')2.06.25 3.132
CH13 0 C C C 0.9'3C 77/11/14 02.06.25 36484
CH17 0 'S 0 C t4.319 77/11/14 7?.59.44. 15.445
CH19 r 0 0 P 0.000 77/11/14 02•.C1.C5 4.62b
CH21 0 C 0 C ?.7C.; 77/11/k4 07.Ci.C5 '?.CCC
CH07 0 9 0 r ;.7JC 77/11/14 02.C1.C9 293.714
C1127 C 4 0 0 J.:CD 77/11/14 ^2.01605 30000
CH31 0 0 0 0 C.C97 17/11/14 0?.C6.25 ?:CC:
CH14 C 0 0 0 J.3CC 77/11/14 7,Q.22.41 5.543
CHIA C 0 0 0 6.+496 77/11/14 51.^C3
CH02 0 0 0 0 4.106 77/11/14 15.52.C.1 49.=C3



















CH24 0 0 n 0 ').AMC 77/11/14 02o01.05 ].CCl!
CH16 C C 0 0 44.384 77/11/14 05.44.C1 R9.r3S
?	 CH12 0 0 0 0 65.Q73 77/11/1+4 06.58.41 1330F12
r	 CH23 f +1 0 0 91.584 77/11/14 21 .30.41 130oP_E0
CHOR +? ^ 8 C F8.=44 77/11/14 06.00.01 189,FL-1
y.^{CHZO 0 0 D 124.319 77/11/14 23.24x01 154.7?1
CH26 ^ P n C 87.282 77/11/14 23.2C.C1 114.482
CH?8
40- Ird
0 0 A 71.251 77/11/.14 22.45.01 IS3.167
CH08 0 G 0 C 92.757 77/11/14 09.13.21 135.IEI



















CH29 0 C 0 O ri.CC.0 77/11/10. 02.42.41 5.452
CH11 0 8 0 0 ^. ^CiC 77111/14 0201.0.5 1+79,.17^
r. CH I: 3 0 0 0 0 C.0*1 77/11/14 ^2.00 .C y 114.439
-CHC5 0 0 0 0 0.^00 77/11/14 02.QI.C5 255.274
CNVTBST PROCESSING COMPLETED WITH ERROR CUCC:
	 0
DATA FOR SDAS 029 PROCESSED WITH HIGHEST ERROR CODE 0
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6.2.3.2 Merge_ and Stmmaa Reports
The merge and summary process generates the following reports:
• A summary of completion codes for the various merge and summary
phases (see figure 6.2.-6)
• A detail record report (see figure 6.2-7)
• An hourly record report (see figure 6.2-8)
• A daily record report (see figure 6.2-9)
Definition of error massages and possible causes or corrective actions is
shown in table 6.2--2.
6.2.3.3 History Processing Reports
History processing generates the following reports:
• A page of completion codes for history program phases (see figure
6.2-1D)
• A detail record report (see figure 6:2-11)
• An hourly record report (see figure 6.2-12)
• A daily record report (see figure 6.2-13)
Definition of completion codes /error messages and explanations is given
in table 6.2-3.
6.2.4 .lob Control Language (JCL) Statements
The Input Processing Programmer/Analyst must provide tha Job Control Language
statements (JCL) required for correct execution of the software in the operational
,^rivironment. Figures 6.2-14 through 6.2--16 provide representative JCL procedures
('ROCS) for execution of each of the regularly scheduled input processing software
production jobs.
6.2.4.1 Tightly  IPS Production Run
This run, which is executed every night, includes Raw Data Processing, Merge






DETAIL RECORD PRINT FOR SOAS 013 SITE 022 SUBTYPE 1 RUN TIME 77/10/27 11.00
PAGE 2
YR/MWI)A HR.MN.5C CH01 CH02 CH03 CH04 CH05 CH06 CH07 CH08 CH09 CH10CH11 CH12 CH13 CH14 CH15 CIi16 CH17 CH1B CHL9 CH2O__
CH21 CH22 CH2,3 CH24 CH25 CH26 CH27 CH28 CH29 CH30
CH31 CH32 CH33 CH34 CH35 CH36 CH37 CH38 CH39 CH40
CH41 CH42 CH43 CH44 CH45 CH46 CH47 CH48
f	 77/10/25 213.33.56
0.000 41.016 0.009 16.164 0.98 7 52.051 0.000 36U.352 137.422 13.232
1.787 10.742 1.553 lP.d43 1810.764 9.424 0.000 3.760 0.000 6.738
0.000 13.428 0.030. 14.3nS 0.000 8.301 69.375 62.988' 12.654 84.297.
74.667 72.910 3.3G0 Z^.JJJ 0.0)v c59.961 11.892 196.211 10.099 195.039
10.252 194.64P. 162.031 139.70•(• 206.174 198.750 83.103 81.269
77/10/Z5 23.35.16
0.0JJ 42.910 O.u0r..' 17..o73 0.918 51.660 0.000 375.977 136.836 13.184
1.799 10.492 0.674 ld.143 73.543 5.957 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.396
0.090 4.297 0.301 15.918 U.J03 8.038 70.195 62.441 0.000 83.516
73.926 75.068 13.J00 0.UOJ U.000 89.570 12.062 196.016 0.000 194.844
10.252 155.039 159.°E3 I-11.9-s4 2U9.5dJ 202.+652 84.590 81.797
77/10/25 23.44.36
0. it0C. 46.261, U. C') 1+..890 J.^)Ld 51.367 O.UJO 366.719 135.664 13.086
1.8?8 10.303 J.(.54 14.(.	 2 58.751) 5.'157 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.6910.01)0 O.IciG 0.00) 1:.3.11 0.000 4.590 69.375 63.125 0.000 83.320
74.180 77.103 0.00J ).J%J 0.0JO 89.7(,6 12.006 195.625 0.000 194.648
1D.38t', 195.430 158.516 136.160 21U.273 203.438 85.859 79.766
71/10/25	 23.45.56 J. ,N Ju 4E. 367 1. U. ;79 51.1,74 O.J)U 394.531 135.273 12.7931.797 10.254 •'..4 i 1',,.L J4 --i5.	 ? It 5.225 0.000 0.000 0.400 5.3220. .)fl() u.U09 0.lui 1+...,16 U.Ot)3 2.246 67.734 60.527 0.000 83.125
73.79 r# 77.734 U..)n) U.1J•) U.J00 89.160 11.949 195.430 0.000 194.648
1J.319 195.639 156.953 130. -s 109.297 202.(,7U 86.621 81.289
77/10/25 23.55.16 O.J •)J 46.77( t,.suJ 16.4... O.i fj 50.781 0.000 405.273 134.688 12.6421.1V. 10..1'9 :.! 7 4 13.457 3i;.i77 6.54.E 0.000 0.7D0 0.000 8.4960.07 • 0.1)ri7 0...J+, 15.527 J.0J) 0.098 68.145 60.391 0.000 82.539
73.926 77.933 U.iuti ;.'j &W i.J')U 88.9d4 12.J62 195.b25 0.000 194.453
10.1 134 195.?34 154.;05 1:1.11;• 210.859 ZU3.82d 86.875 8L.543
77/1C/26 00.00.36
0. 1)03 41.165 1  O.b79 50.488 0.000 414.063 134.492 12.4511.7 .13 9.314 'x.674 1R.5.+t. 27.150 5.615 0.000 0.300 0.000 8.0570.1J: 0.000 0.6: ,3 I i.Z 33 O.J•37 O.U13O 67.324 61.211 0.000 81.95373.)29 76.973 7.,)J4 ).'.Vit) 0.001 88.739 12.118 195.625 0.000 194.648
10.386 195.234 155.	 47 Ili.263 210.078 2JZ.070 87.383 82.305
77/10/26 00.05.56
_ 0.000 47.021 0.u0j 11.379 1).625 50.098 0.000 423.828 133.711 12.158.
0.323 9.766 J..s3J IP.4UR 11.299 4.834 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.395
0.000 7.000 0.'+0.? 15.2r: 0.0)1) 0.000 61.324 60.254 0.000 81.758
73.926 77.227 O. ,CU .3v'J U.00J 88.594 1.649 195.430 0.000 194.649
O.u^)0 195.037 151.690 1137.A13 205.586 196.211 87.764 82.686
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REPORT ON MONTHLY PERF EVA4 RECORDS 	 RUN Ti; 1'	 7e /0 3/13	 29.46
PAGE	 t
MONTI SELECTED 78/02
• DAYS	 IN MONTH 2B
SITE	 SUBTYPE	 -----DAALY-R:ECORD5-USED----- Q
FIRST DAY	 LAST DAY	 COUNT V
022	 1	 78/02/01	 7^^/02/2El	 24
bC
TOTAL • MONTHLY PERF EVAL RECORDS = 	 1
TIME KEY ON	 ;,LY RFCO'RDS = 78-/02/28 23.59.59
FigurE 6.2-6.
	 `:,I,;,le IdLC rz &r,d Suirunry Completi-an Codes Report
r--- -	 i} REPORT ON DETAIL MEASUREMENT RECORDS RUN TIME 76/03/ 1 ,3 19-:35 1FAGf
	 1
_	
SITE Sul TYPE	 ORISIN:	 FIRST TIME	 LAST TIME COLNT DESTS
FIRST TIME LAST TIME	 COUNT












SI M'S DETAIL MEAS RECOR'J^ PROCESSING SUCCESSFUL
!	 t y	 -.r	 ..	 U.





	 TIVE	 LAST TT MF. COLNT OF.SI FIRST TIME LAST TIME
	 CCUNIT
_.	 022	 I	 PRE.VI3US
	 0 ,0100/00 00.00.00
	 00/00/Q0 00.00.00 0 ACTIVE	 78102101 07.59.59 7$103/01
	 22.55.55
	 SE9GENERATED 76/02/01	 07.59.59	 7B/03/01 22.59.59 5a.9 HISTORY C0/0C/00 00.0.C.0 00/00/00 00.0¢..0[
	 0
TOTALS
	 PREVIOUS C ACTIVE R:@9 
-	 GENERATED E89 H,ISTCRY 0
SIMS HOURLY PERF FVAL RECORDS PROCESSING SUCCESSFUL.
y	 .a.•iJ	 rlVi	 L^p,^
	 -.t, ^,._i	 <a.1:Y
	 ^,	 1..	 r'^4 ^
REPORT nN DAILY PERF EVAL RECORDS ^ --
-4M 11µc 78/0/13 15.47
FAGE	 1
SITE SUBTYPE	 ORISfN:	 FIPSTTIME




	 00 . 00.0,3	 00/0J /00 !'0.0 'E.00
GENE44TEO 78/02/01 23.59.59
	 7E1/02/2R 27.59.59 024
ACTIVF 78/02/01 23,59.59 7d/AZ/2'8 23.5S.5 1;




24GENERATED 24 gFrHISTORY 0
SIMS DAILY PERF Ew*L PRO'CESSIN 'G SUCCESSFUL.
.Figiure 6.2-9.
	 Saiple Mc ry"e alnd Summary Daily Records Report
Table 6.9-1 History Program Error Message /Sheet 1 of 3)
Message:	 DETAIL RECOM.	 SELECT C01ITLETION CODE
Subroutine: HISTORY (Main) prints message to indicate return code from
routine HSELECT.
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful. 	 Any other code means not
successful, in which case u previous message should indicate a
reason for the failure.
Message:	 GENERATE SOURLY RECORDS COMPLETION CODE
Subroutine: HISTOR`! ('fain) prints massage to indicate re:t-.rn code from
routine GENHRLY.
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful. 	 Any other code means not
successful, in which case a previous message should indicate a
reason for the failure.
Message:	 GEZdERATE DAILY Rx.CO D— S CO:^!-FUTIoN CODE
Subroutine: HISTORY (Main) prints message to indicate return code fre.1
routine GEUDALY.
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful. 	 Any other code means not
successful, in which case a previous message should indicate a
reason for the failure.
Message:	 TOTAL HISTORY PROGRAM COMPLETION CODE
Subroutine: HISTORY (Main)
Explanation: Completion code 0 means successful. 	 any other code :Weans not




Explanation: Most probable cause is faulty data or no data in the execution
parameter.	 Make sure execution parameter begins with six
numeric characters.
e &=me PAS BLANK on. mom
41
raW 62.1 Hkrwy Propr m Error MmW fShn:2 of 3)
Message: FARM CONTAINS IMPOSSIBLE HISTORY DATE
Subroutine: HISTORY (Main)
Explanation: Parameter must start with six characters specifying Year, Month,
and Last Day in Month of the month being historied. Correct
PARM and rerun.




Explanation: Trying to run without advancing the history date. Either FARM
is wrong or the wrong data is in the History Date file.
Message: PARM INPUT FOR NEW EISTORY TIME
	
IS NOT < RUN TIMER
Subroutine: HISTORY (Main)
Explanation: Bad execution parameter (FARM) or a bad system clock time.
Message: INPUT DETAIL RECORDS HAVE WRONG LEVEL. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: HSELECT
Explanation: Incorrect ,job setup. Using wrong data in old detail record file.
Message: SELECTED DETAIL RECORDS USED TO GENERATE HOURLY RECORDS HAVE WRONG
LEVEL. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: GENHRLY
Explanation: Either incorrect job setup or a software problem in HISTORY or
HSELECT.
Message: OLD HISTORICAL DAILY RECORDS HAVE WRONG LEVE:.. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: GENDALY
Explanation: Incorrect job setup. Using wrong data for old historical daily
file (HSTDALY).
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Table 662-1 History Program Error Message (Sheet 3 of 3)
Message: HOURLY RECORDS USED TO GENERATE DAILY RECORDS HAVE WRONG LEVEL.
PROCESSING STOPPED.
Subroutine: GENDALY
Explanation: Incorrect job setup or a software error in HISTORY or GENHRLY.
'Message-. FOR SITE- AN OLD HISTORY DAILY RECORD HAS TIM 
THE OLD HISTORY TIME.
Subroutine: GF-MALY
Explanation: Incorrect job setup. The old history records (in file HSTDALY)
and the old history time do not agree. Perhaps a run was
aborted and data sets not restored correctly.
Message: AN ADDED DAILY RECORD hAS TI N'E_„_,_._OU-TSIDE THE CORRECT RANGE.
Subroutine: G.E.IMALY
Explanation: A software problen in record selection criteria, storing time
in generated records, or in the test itself.
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Figure 6.2- 14.  JCL Procedure far NIgihdy IPS Production Run	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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—sYS. IN- . DD DJ,,4MYDC-3=(;3LKSIZ(:=30)
Figure 6.216- JCL Procedure for Run to Group Raw Data and
Save Rejected Data
A
P -3 IA T k P	 3 i At C`f ' IN F 0 1 M S G'U^l ^=^-L; LJ
—7
//TAPFCOPY.SYSIN 60
FIL PS=l RE= L=XXXXU
DS'44M^ =^IM^ I PSI.SIT`L-7 114	
•




FF-SIA$-P-Cjllli LL -^2.ELL	 10 2
'SF 11 t -7 1 X
DSNAMF=Sl,'ASIPS.R'-WDAT^..0770102
DSNAMF= q l-..4S I D S *PAWC-ATA	 D7701 03
RUN=Y'"-59	 IL c S	 19R EEL= XXXX31 x
QS-NA -%,E=SI MS IP S. $1 TE I V F3. F IL4 .077CI 31
F I L'-: S	 I x
Figure 6.2-17 Sampie Setup for Run to Group Raw Data








	 A sample deck setup for the nightly IPS run follows:
.4
//HMSIPS Job .(acct.), CLASS-C 	
-
EXEC SIMSIPNP, DATE=D760704, OLDDATE--D760703
11 ^
DATE specifies the day (year, month, and day in month) on which the run is
submitted.
	 OLDDATE specifies the day of the previous run.
	
The sample setup
above Mould be correct for the run submitted July 4, 1976 for execution on the
night. of July 4 -- July 5, 1976. 9
NOTE:	 In support..of S/7 .to S/.370 data transfer and nightly IPS execution the
following data sets should be deleted each afternoon:
STMSIPS . RAI+TDATA
SIMS IP S . HOURLY , CURRENT.
SINSIP S . DAILY. CURRENT
SDISIPS .ADDDETL r
SIMSIPS.'R.AT,IDATA should be preallocated after being deleted.
6.2.4.2	 History Production Run -^
The history production run is executed on a monthly basis after all data for
all sites for the mouth-has been processed and tamed into the data base.
	
(If
all sites are called daily then the January run Might be made the night of
February 2 — February 3).	 The history production run includes executing the
history program, )
Figure 6.2-15 contains a representative JCL procedure for the history production }
run,	 A sample deck setup for the run follows:
//PSIMSHST Job (acct.) , CLASS=
r	 //	 EXEC SINSHSTP, PARNI= ' 7 70 1 31JA^NUtk.Rl-^ 1977^%^ I ,
J,
a
M0 TH-3A T^77,  OLDDA1PA=D770201	 t
The sample setup above would be correct for a history run for the month of j
January 1977 run the night of February 2 -_February 3. 	 PAM should contain the
year, month, last day in the month of t:e history month plus a spelled out name
of the history
 month. 'MdTH.'anould contain a semi-spe lled-out . version of the
history month 'JA.1177 ' ,	 'FEB77 1 , etc. OLDD.LTA should contain character D plus






NOTE: As preparation for the history production run, data set
SIMSIPS.DAILY.HISTORY should be renamed SIMSIPS.DAILY.OLDHIST.
6.2.4.3 Run to Group Raw Data and Save Rejected Data
This run groups many tapes of raw data and site data description files onto
one tape. It also saves the contents of the rejected scan and rejected variable
files on a permanent tape and reinitializes the rejected files.
The job is run once a month. It is normally submitted on the first day of a
month and run during the night between the 1st and 2nd days in the month.
Figure 6.2-16 contains a representative JCL procedure (PROC) for this run.
Figure 6.2-17 contains a sample deck setup for the run.
The sample setup is. for the January 1977 run . which would: be submitted the
afternoon of February 1. Symbolic parameter i4ONLTH should specify the just completed
month e.g. 1 .3AN77', 'FEB77', etc. The tapecopy Sysin cards should specify the
copying of all the site information/raw data tapes for the month. Tape reel
numbers and DSnames. must be supplied.
6.2.5 Site Description File Maintenance
Maintenance of the Site Data Description file. includes:
a Making changes to the site data information card file in
accordance with input received from site performance analysts.
o Running the Site Data Description utility to update the Site
Data Descrip tion file.
6 Examining pritcut from the Site Data Description Utility.
a Maintaining current listing of file contents.
Changing the Site Data Information Card File
The Site Data Information Card file is a PDS .(DSNAME is SIMSIPS.SITEl FO.
CARDS.) with one member for each active .site.. The member for site BOG£ is named
SITxxxxx. The member for a site contains one general information card (A--card)
for the site and one card (B-card) for each measurement (i.e., parameter recorded)
at the site. Add, replace, or delete subcodes.'A', `R', or V must be placed
in columx.7 of the A cards. The order must be A card, then B- cards. Formats of
cards are shown in figure 6,2-1$. Instructions on completion of cards are con-
tained in Section 8.2 of this document.
Either MIT or !EBUPDTE may be used for UPDATE; however, a record of all
changes must be maintained'.
48
f PAGE 1 = GENERAL INFORMATION
F	 DATE:
NEW, CHANGE, OR DELETE (CIRCLE)
SIGNATURE,'
SITE DATA INFORMATION
TO CHANGE ANY INFORMATION ON THIS PAGE, COMPLETE ALL.ITEMS
EXCEPT CARD CODE. TO DELETE A S1TC, FILL IN SITE ID AND DATE,
CIFICLE'DELETE=' AND COMPLETE SIGNATURE.
i	 SITE ID (EXAMPLE.00043)
p`	 CARD CODES (RESERVED FOR FILE MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN USE)b '
SYSTEM TYPE ('I-iC' = HEATING:& COOLING, 'H{i =HEATING, OR 'HW' = HOT WATER) .
^. ,PRINT LEVEL ('12'= MOST DETAILE=D LEVEL INCLUDES PRINT OF DETAIL RECORDS,
10 11




SCAN LEVEL (NO. OF BYTES OF DATA IN ONE SCAN. DO NOT INCLUDE TIME BYTES).
12 13
TIME ZONE ('E' = EASTE=RN, 'C'= CENTRAL,'M' = MOUNTAIN','P' = PACIFIC)
14









.. 	r . •	
_	
- 	
{ ^	 .+^	 r•L-Ott-.^_
SITE DATA INFORMAT'	 PG 2 PART 1 OF MEASUREMENT i 	 }
IF NEW COMPLETE ALL INFO ABOUT ALL . .ASUREMENTS AND	 DATE:
LINE THROUGH NON-EXISTENT MEASUREMENTS.
	 NEW OR CHANGE (CIRCLE)
IF CIIANGE COMPLETE ALL INFO ABOUT A NEW OR CHANGED MEASUREMENT.






















TYPE MAY BE L = LINEAR,
O = QUADRATIC, T - THIRD ORDER
OR q = DISCRETE, IF I IS RAW BIT
VALUE SEE FORMULAS BELOW TO


















READINGSA B C q
_WiIV p DIRECTION 0001 o FROM N
COLLECTOR CHIC PUMP POWER EPIGI KW
HW ELEC AUX POWER EP300 KW
HW CIRC PUMP POWER EP301 KW
FITG ELEC AUX'POWER -EP400 KW
I-ITG LOOP CiRC PUMP POWL t; EP401 KW
BLDG FAN POWEi-1 EP402 KW
}IEAT PUMP COMPRESS POWER EP403 KW
ABSORP CIIILLER OPEN POWER	 1 EP501 KW
FIW AUX FUEL FLOLIV F300 FT3IMIN
FI1'G'AUX FUEL FLOW F400 F731MIN
GOOLING.AUX FUEL FLOW r500^ FT3IMIN
TOTAL RADIATION 1001 KGTU/I IR.
1N1"FL3SE RADIATION 1002 KGTUIHR
OU1 DUUR DO TEMPERATURE
.
1.001 OF
COLLECTOR INLET TEMPERATURE T100 OF
SI'ORAGEINLET"TEMPERATURE T101 OF
COLLEL'TOIi ABSORBER TEMP T102 OF
STORAGE MEDIA AVG TEMP T200 uF
STORAGE AMBIENT TEMP 1'201 OF
MAKEUP WATER TEMP -1•300 OF
11X INLET TEMP. T:iai OF
LOAD. RETURN TEMP T400 (IF
LOAD IIX INLET TEMP T600 OF
COOLING TOWER INLET'fEMP T501 OF
IIL qC RETURN AIR DS TEMP 1'600 OF
BLDG RETURN AIR WB TEMP T601 Or-
SLOG SUPPLY AIR V`JB TEMP T602 OF
TYPE	 TYPE
	 1^ IF AC It I3KEYPUNCH SITE ID t	 L' CV - A + 81
	 q : CV -CARD CODE OR ALL CARDS	 0: CV a A + 61 4 Cl2
	- O OTHERWISE
T: CV RA+BI+Cl2+D1!;




-SITE DATA INFOHMA" ` 2PG 3 PART	 or MEASUREMENT I IST
r	
S11 CARD CODE: B IF MEW i`-OMPL CIE ALL INFO ABOU T At	 . : ASUIIEN? NTS ANN DATE-
LINE TliROUGF1 NON E)OSTEN1 1LIEASUFIEMEN1S . NEW OR CIIANGE (CIFICLE)
' IF C liANGE COMPL ETE At 	 INFO ABOUT A NEW OR CHANGED MEASUREMENT




























TYPE MAY RE L = I.INEAFI,
O:= ,Q :  QUADRATIC T ^-- TFIInD ORDER
OR 5 =- DISCRETE. 	 IF 115 RAW BIT



















READINGSA B C D
COL i-f.'C Ti)ri TEMP DLFF T01 0.0. or
STOIIAGE.ITEMP RIFF RC&1S1 T0101 nF
STORAGe 7EMP DIFF ( BINS) T0300 of
11 Y. TEMP DIFf 'ID301. OF
10AI) IIX TENIP I)IF F fE),II,2 OF.
S IOfIAG&J E41E 1 D[r F" (I ITS) 1 D400 (IF
ACIS(II I ARY T EMI', 01 F T0401 F
LUAL) H 	 TEMP D I F r- II I 15) TD402 of
I.0A0.I IX . T E f4 P DIF.F US) '113500: OF
COOLING TOW 1= Ei TEMP DI FF . T0501 OF,
.SUPPLYIIIElURN Al IT TEMP DIFF. ` TD600 ar.
WIND VFLOCITY ', w1ou MP14
.coi.Ll=Cr tt l-i 1- L OW RAIF W1Up GALIMIN .
t;i F}l; l1I:Alit:ifJ:FL01N.iIF1TE {IIWS) moo GALIMIN..
(OA1)1: LOW 11A F : UV:301	 - GAL/MIN
Gill(:LILAT'ION FLOW.RATE VI TS ).
-- --
WROa GA L /MIN
r—
1- oA r) 1 IX FL OWx  RA E-E. y^r^nu — GAI /MIN
t,0 )LIN G .T OWLlrl FLOW RATE: 11U,ri1
V4 G00
C;ALJh9lN
14.1 DO. A IR 1- Lair DATE. : : FT31MIN.













S!°Ar1E SPCIa —. -
SPAI I L .51,09
SPARE 51'1u;
---
Running the Site Data Description Utility
Figure 6.2-19 contains the JCL procedure for executing the Site Data Description
utility. Figure 6.2-20 contains a sample deck setup for executing the.proc.edure..
The data parameter is used to specify the year, month, and day of the run.. 'OPTION=
.OLD' means this is a normal run updating the Site Data Description File. 'OPTION-NEW'
would be used for a run creating a new Site Data Description File. "OPTION=PRINT'
specifies a run to print the contents of the file. 'OPTION-OLD' is a default para-
me-ter- SYS IN should include, concatenated together, the members of the site data
info-rmation card file for all sites whose information is to be added, changed, or
deleted.
Examining Printout from the Site Data Description Utility
Site Data Description Utility printout includes:
o An overall summary page (see figure 6.2-21)
• A print of card. 2.ma,es and errors detected in the cards for each
site for which information was added or changed. (see figure
6.2 22)
a Printouts of new or replacement site data description records
which were placed in the site data description file (see
figure 6.2-23)
NOTE: The Site Data Description Utility can be run in a print
only mode in which all records in the Site Data
Descrintion file are printed.
e Possible messages about sites being deleted or cards out of place.
Error condition/messages and corrective. actions are shown in table 6.2-4.
Maintain Current Listing of File Content
A Site Description File Maintenance Notebook must be maintained which. contains
the current contents of each entry in the file. A history of all changes must be
included in the notebook. Upon completion of each update c ycle, the resulting
listing must be added to the notebook.
Copies of current contents listing must be provided to Performance Analysts.
- . . PIE
52
'i1R PF M "'`ffPTI;3N=[ILM CAYS°" O3b0 0A —ir1)AT '.
//SYSPRINT Gd SYSOUT=A
//SYSUTIA 30 DSN=SI 1AS1 S.SIT =.I4 FQ.CA 2 DS,3 ISP= SHK
//SYSUT2K DO QSN=S1 PSI S. SIT 111.FO.CAP..CS.&D ATEv0ISP=l hi W,*KEEP1,..
fir`- LWTT=TIlP"^ ii^^C =T-L S- R T P^'='F.iTITYS
^`'//	 ^L @=IR^CF1^ =F i3. ^ ►^ c:.1.=53,^L !C5I2^ = 32Df7) 	 r,
;. //SYSI") -°DD-UNIT=SYS0AtSPAGm=c3rRlCr10
1./S00U f~X; CO P^l9sS '^}55^3 3j Q ,-GI M`13OK TIM=-'=5..^II^K'4^r^ J^?'ION
°`7TST CIB -DDS =^T STP-s-L ^ADLi I3s TSA 5H -
W
ITF-10 00 0S.4 = SI`ASIPS.SIT = IN-rO r-IL^'.:)TSP=f0Lr,KFCP)tQ,^=34;78;-iS
/RPTP:NT Q) SYS31;T=Ajvwfl (V FM=VFAsE.;Z .fL=137,5LKSIZ_ 3520)
//T7TRPT	 OJ SYS.^Ui= '^^ :9 [ .: -^4 = VB.A, .^, L=1 3T,34_K"I Z4 3520)
^..1fSY5F F'A`T ^II7 S1^5i)tJT=. 'i7I f:+ -F79:-i T ^L F GL=Z3TBl^STL s52:a77 `^
F1Pure f 2-19. JCL Procedure for Site Data Description Utility
115G^i}.$Y51 ry ^3 ^S•V=aI^^irS,^l^^r:f^„^!.::.^^?^SfS ITDU^^3}
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$OAS 14 NUM PLSPOSE
T, $47	 REPL A.0 ING A $OAS
i
$O$? DATA IWC&PATICM F14E UTILITY P006RA04
TCTALS REPORT FCR ALL UASS
^EFNC1c S	 STATES






l	 TOTAL SOASS PRCCEIMO
1	 TCTAL GCCC SCASS
O	 TOTAL SAO SOASS
•tstAMS^sss^ FF.CCEESIAG CCRFLETE 40*0014r4400004
1 oil ilL L.4 -
 f.1.	 4C^1. F•I1	 ` 1	 1. •J	 I...	 t1L 1 t! fl ^i4^	 ^L •	;.1^.	 1'
rd
.	 r
50AS DATA TN. FORKATION FILE U' ILI :TY PRQ GPAM	 _	 PAGE 3
UTIL11Y RUN FOA PURPOSE OF	 REPLA C ING, A SOAS •+
SEAS T p 032	 DATE	 09129/77
41a8s CARD IMAGES AND EP4L'F MESSAGFS **s+r	 TIME : 1344
03221CH48 952L0..G -
	 1 ^0	 C. 0	 0.0 	 0.0	 10230	 t C23 r	 50031
032SCH04 07ZLO	 +048F281W-C7	 0.	 0.	 0	 50	 +5:0.000 a10f00
03280"06 .212L0	 f0 7! =_E2F-G7	 C.	 0.	 0	 too	 0100.00 0TDI01	 31
0228CH34 1572L0	 +097E562F-07.	 0•	 00'	 0.	 10:0	 +100.00 T63 Co	 7
092E1C1-10 142L-20	 +1`_F7L87E-C7	 C.	 43	 -20	 120	 +140.00 •T001
C32HCHCZ 032L30	 +ic53.t25F-0T	 0.	 0.	 ?0	 230.	 +2 CO. 00 *1100
072a HI2 222L:^C	 +ly=?1251'-07'	 00	 04	 30	 230	 +200.00 *T101
0328Ci+20 3 P 'a`130	 +41Ct502F-C7	 C.	 C•	 ^r	 450	 i420.00 M^TIQ:g
022RCH14 :272L.'.0 	 -+I 653125E-2.7	 0.	 h.	 30	 230	 +20.0.00 4T20C
0329 1Ct-IE 312L3C	 + 9Z:1.2`--C7	 C.	 0.	 30	 210	 +2D0.00 &T201
0322CNd° 3E2L2C	 +11Gil2°F-07	 0.	 0r	 30	 230	 +200.00 W1202
0320Ck00	 1521-?0	 Tr255T IF. -.G7	 C.	 C.	 30	 [A'0	 +I30.00 +T.^GO
032 Ek e H15	 +1CS0000E-r)	 0.	 0.	 0	 10	 +10.000 VI 00
03290:05 042R0.	 +ss l ii 31-07	 D.	 0•	 U	 la.t	 +10.100 sM30.1
TCT:AL rA-CARDS PFCCESSED _ 48





SDAS, DATA INFORMATION PYLE UTILITY PROGRAM	 PAGER L
TIae_ZOWE







SITE-10 	 ''	 025
^ ^	
s	 '






^^^x^/zm 1s^^^'	 '	 ' 




 `ewuUwesR-NA*s	 '	 uwnxoww
 ^	
^__'	 `^|	 ^wsusVn^^^mTs pe p nur	 ` 	 ^









pas	 .	 `poa	 '7vps	 ^	 VALUE	 ^	 VALUE	 cw*mGs	 cHma?
.	 o*OI
	
uALl g ^ ^ ^	 z^	 z 	 L
	








0.000000	 0.351906 ^	 0.0000000 O~uunou-E+om	 0.00000.
	
*ao.00000	 468.000000 YES












su.oubuo	 5Z..000000 X` 
,
' C*Tx	 e p slx	 141	 a',
	
rz	 «__	 0.000000	 0.003910	 0.0000000 o ° uuoons+on	 uLouuoo	 5.20400	 5.200000 YES
^ C*m»	 sp312	 131 




E p 313	 143	 z	 Ta
	
L 	 0.000000	 0.003e10	 o °ouoonoo u.00uVos+uo	 ^	 u.0000n'	 5.20000	 5,200000 YES
^	 Cx67	 sn401	 133 	 2	 67	 L
	
o°nuO¢$o	 0.039101,	 0.00000.00 o.0000bs*oo	 o.nonoo	 52.00000	 52.000000Ycs
^
c*81	 E p*u*	 1611	 2 	 oz	 0.000000	 0:.15e+03	 0.0000000 o.00000E+nu	 0.00000	 208.00000	 208.000000 YES
Cuna	 ppans `	163	 z	 62	 L	 ^	 d.000000`
	 '
 0,15e403












puo 	 yz.ou0onn YES ' 
c*ao	 sP413
	







a.	 a p 
	
L	 0.000000	 o_ouz*uo	 n~uuonnUn o,00dnos+oo
	 0.080.00
	






z81	 2	 91 ' L	 .n.onunuu	 0~011730 - 0.0000000 o.000uuE+nd	 - 0.00000_	 15~60000	 15.599999 . YES
C*92







	 0.0000000 0,uudooe+00 	 0.00000
	 .	 15.6.0000`	 15.599919 YES
-	 c*84	 E p 501 	 167'
	
*	 ^^a*^	 ^ L 	.a.u00000	 0.007820	 0.0000000 o.000nVa+uu
	
p_Vnouu	 10~40000	 ^'	 zo.
	
`booYEs
co90	 @p 503	 u79	 a`	 p o '^^'	 o~000uoo	 0.039101 ^
	
V~ouoouno o~u000uF+ou
	 ' o.00noo 
	












_53	 a 	 2r	 L	 0.000000	 0.78201.4	 0.0000000 o^ onoUos°on	 0~0006u
	
zu+o~u0000	 t640.000000 YES  
	 `\
,	 oi49	 1u01 ' 	e1
	 ' 2 	 *m	 'L 	 0.000000	 2.e67o22.	 0.0000000 o.00uooE*oo	 ^	 0.00000	 458.1086 	 458.109863 YES





c024.00000	 1023.00000D YES 	 '
cH*2
	




o~onoouo	 1.000000 	 u^un000Vu u.00000s+oo 	 0.00000'	 102++00000	 1023.000000 YES
`CH46
	
















sp uOS	 105'	 2 	 53	 L	 0.000000	 1.000000	 n.0000uno o.uuuuoE+oo	 0.00000`
	
102+.00000	 1023,000000 YES
	 ^	 ^ 





^.2_^3	 S	 |	 ^lte U^^^ u	 '
F	
Message	 'CONVERSION ERROR IN FIELD' 'NNNNN' 'REPLACED BY 0'. **ERROR**
	
Reason:	 An invalid numeric character has been detected in field 'NNiNNN'
and replaced with zero so that further editing may continue.
	
Action:	 The invalid numeric field must be replaced with a valid numeric
yield and the program rerun. If `_a `number other than zero is
desired.
Routine' Main PGri
Message:. 'RECORD NOT FOUND FOR SITE ID NUMBER NNNIt **ERROR**
	
Reason:	 An. attempt was made to . delete or replace a site ID. not. on the
Site Data Description file. 'NNNNN 1 is the ID dumber.
	




Message:	 ' RECORD ALREADY EXISTS FOR SITE ID I+NMBER' 1,W41% **ERROR**
	
Reason:	 An attempt was made to add a duplicate site to the Sice Data
Description tile. '_N=N' is the Site ID.
	




Message:	 'INVALID HEY FOR SITE ID NUMBER' NINNNN cERROR**
	
Reason:	 A conversion error was detected when tie Site ID was used.as.key
in reading or writing the file. 'TJNNNN' is the invalid number.
	Action:	 Correct the Site ID Number and rerun the program
Routine: Main Program
	
Message:	 'PRINT OPT i0? (OMPLETE
	




	Routine:	 Main (print option erocess .ing sectio^)
ORIGINAL PACT 10
= 57 OF POOR QUALITY
'F.
Table 624. Site Data Desaription Utility Messages (Sheet 2 of G)
Message: 'SITE ID' NWNNN 'DELETED FROM THE SITE DATA DESCRIPTION FILE'
Reason: Site ID Number 'NNNNN' has been deleted.
Action: None
Routine: ruin Program ('Delete' processing section)
Message: 'A-CARD--COLUMN 7--IS NOT EQUAL TO A, R, OR D' **ERROR**
Reason: A valid code has not been entered into Column 7 of the A-Card.
Valid codes are:--	 A = ADD, R = REPLACE, or D = DELETE.
Action: Correct and rerun
Routine: Main Program
Message: 'ERROR IN PROCESSING A-CARD-VZPE FIELD = '	 ' **ERROR**
Reason: Column 6 of the A--Card does not contain an 'A'.
Action: Correct and rerun.
Routine: Main Program (A-Card section)
Message: 'TOTAL B-CARDS PROCESSED = 'NN'
Reason: To print total number of B--Cards processed for one site. 	 'NN' is
the total,.
Action: None
Routine: Main Program (B-Card processing section)
Message: 'END OF SITE INFORMATION FIELD UPDATE FOR SITE' N1.11WI





Table 6.2-4. Site Data Dazvc ption Utility Messages (Sheet 3 of 6)
Message: 'SITE DATA DESCRIPTION FILE NOT UPDATED FOR SITE' NNNNN.
Reason: Unsuccessful end of a site. 	 For site 'NNNNN'.
Action: Correct errors and rerun.
Routine: Main Program
Message: 'SITE ID INVALID' **ERROR**
Reason: Site ID value entered is less than 1 or greater than 99998.
Action: Correct and rerun.
Routine: A-Card-Edit.
Message: 'VV' IS NOT VALID FOR SYSTMA TYPE **ERROR**
Reason: Value 'VV' entered is not equal to 'HC, 	 'H', or
is the Value entered.
Action: Correct and rerun.
Routine: A--Card-Edit
Message: VV 'IS INVALID FOR SCANT-LENGTh' **ERROR**
Reason: Value 'VV' entered is less than '8' or greater than '92'.
Action: Correct and rerun.
Routine: A-Card-Edit
Message: VV 'IS INVALID FOR PRINT LEVEL' **ERROR**
Reason: Value 'VV' entered is not equal to 0, 4, 8, or 12.
Action: Correct and rerun
Routine: A-Card-Edit
59
Table 6.24 Site Data D=rip don Utility $Me=ges (Sheet 4 of 6)
Message: 'V' IS INVALID FOR TIME ZONE' **ERROR**
Reason: Value 'V' entered for time zone- is not equal to '',	 r C r^	 rMr^
at ' P' .^
Action: Correct and rerun
Routine: A-Card-Edit
Message: NN 'FIELDS ON THE A--CARD ARE INVALID'
Reason: To print total errors found in the A-Card. 	 'NN' is total.
Action: Correct errors and rerun.
Routine: A-Card-Edit
Message: AAAAAA 'RAS ALREADY BEEN USED AS A VARIABLE NAME IN A PREVIOUS
B-CARD' **ERROR**
Reason: The variable name 'AAAAAA' has already been used in a previous
B-Card.
Action: Correct and rerun.
Routine: B-Card-Edit
Message: AAAAAA 'NOT FOUND IN VARIABLE NAME TABLE' **ERROR**
Reason: The variable entered was not found in the variable name table.
Action: Correct and rerun.
Routine: B-Card-Edit
Message: LL 'IS INVALID VALUE FOR INPUT LENGTH' **ERROR**
Reason: Input length 'LL' entered is not equal to I or 2.
A.ction: Correct and rerun.
Routine: B-Card-Edit.
Table 6.2-4. Site Data Description Utility Messages (Sheet 5 of 6)
Reason: 'NN' entered for position in input is less than zero or greater
than the scan length.
Action: Correct and rerun.
Routine: B--Card-Edit
Message: 'V' 'INVALID FOR CONVERSION TYPE' **ERROR**
Reason: 'V' entered for conversion type is not equal to	 'L',	 'Q',	 'D',
'T'	 or	 'R'.
Action: Correct and rerun,
Routine: B-Card--Edit
Message: 'CONVERSION PARMS INVALID FOR CONVERSION TYPE. 	 ONLY FIRST TWO
FARMS USED. **ERROR**
Reason: Conversion Type is 'L', 	 'D' or 'R' and conversion 3 or






'CONVERSION FARMS INVALID FOR CONVERSION TYPE. SECOND PM14




Conversion type is 'D' and first and second parms must specify
a range.




Table 6.2-4. Site Data Description Utility Messages (Sheet B of 6)
Message:	 'CONVERSION PARMS INVALID FOR CONVERSION TYPE. ONLY FIRST
THREE FARMS USED. **ERROR**
Reason:	 Conversion type is equal to 'Q' and CONV4 is not equal to zero.
Action:	 Correct and rerun.
Routine:	 B-Card-Edit
Message:	 i1TNNNNNNN 'IS INVALID FOR MAXIMUM VALUE BECAUSE IT IS LESS THAN
THE MINIMUM' **ERROR**
Reason:	 Value '`NNNNNNN' is invalid for reason stated.
Action:	 Correct and rerun..
Routine:	 B-Card-Edit
it
Message:	 NNNNNNNN 'IS INVALID VALUD FOR MAXIMUM CHANGE' **ERROR**
Reason:	 Maximum change (ITN N?^ilv'^W is greater than maximum value minus
minimum value.




6,3 DATA BASE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMER/ANALYST USER GUIDELINES
The Data Base Management Programmer/Analyst must support the following capa-
bilities within the CDPS:






o Plots of instrumentation data
The user guidelines to follow in providing these services are contained in
subsequent paragraphs.
6.3.1 4plicab la Documents
The following documents are required in order to support the use of the
DATA BASE:
Document Name Number
NIPS Users Manual Error Codes CS:I-UM--15-74
NIPS Users Manual Job Preparation Manual CSM-UM--15 -74
RIPS Users Manual Retrieval and Send
Processor CSM-UM-15-74
NIPS Users Manual File Structuring CSM-UM-15-74
NIPS Users Manual Introduction to
File Concepts CSMcUMcl5-74
NIPS Users Manual. Output Processor
4	
CSMr-LIM -15-74
NIPS Users Manual Utility Support CSM-LII-15-:74
NIPS Users Manual Terminal. Processing CSM--L11,15-74
Installation of NIPS 360 FFS CSM--Lll-15.74
NIPS Processing Eandbook TR-80.72





6.3.2 Maintenance of Data Base Software
The Data Base Software consists of the National Military Command and Control
Information Processing System (NIPS). This system is operational within the Host
'	 Computer and is maintained through changes generated by IBM FSD Gaithersburg
personnel. Any changes made are distributed to the Data Base Programmer/Analyst
for evaluation of applicability to SIMS utilization of the system. If considered
essential to SIMS use, modification will be made to the data base software.
The Source Statements for NIPS are maintained in Washington, D.C. and are in
S/360 Assembling Language form. Only the load modules are distributed for
installation at outside facilities. Installation procedures are contained in
"Installation. of NIPS 360 FFS" manual.
The Data Base Software Load Modules are stored on disk within the S/370-145
and are named "FFSLIB." A backup image of the system is Maintained on magnetic
tape.
If changes are required to NIPS to support SIMS, formal requests will be made
to IBM personnel in Gaithersburg to implement our unique requirements.
6.3.3 NIPS File Maintenance
File maintenance accepts the data bank update information generated during the
input processing phase as well as inputs from system analysts, integration personnel
and test personnel. It provides the capabilities required to enter/ delete/ archive
data within the data bank.
The capabilities of file definition, file maintenance, and file revision provide
the user with a broad and flexible capability for generating and maintaining data
files. The user may add, delete, or change file records. Also, he may modify or
change file fields and may change (increase or decrease) the volume of data associ-
ated with any file record. In addition to maintenance (or generation) of a.data
file, the user may create auxiliary output files simultaneously with the maintenance
process.
A generative code technique is used in the actual data manipulation. To avoid
wasteful regeneration, the system provides a complete, automatic library maintenance
function for user logic statements. Maintenance execution, therefore, may consist
of executing prestored logic statements, compiling logic statements and library
updating, or a combination of these functions.
Other component functions provide for the creation of summaries, run logs,
and/or audit trails during file processing.
Job Control Language (JCL) Statements to be used in file maintenance are found




File Structuring/Definition The user submits, as input to the file
structure component, a deck of statements defining the format for his
file using . the standard File Structuring Language detailed in the NIPS
user manual Vol. Il. An example of a Remote Site operational data file
structuring is shown in figure 6.3-1 with comments indicating the input
card fields and.their use. The NIPS file layout las ting.resulting from
a computer generation of the File Structure , module of NIPS is shown in
figure 6.3-2.
File Revision:- . This routine of NIPS provi.das for the restructuring of
an existing data file allowing for the deletion, addition and relocation
of fields within the data file as well as changes to theirstorage mode,
.size and name.. A user structures a File Format Table (FFT) describing
the file in its revised format. The 14IPS procedure '.XF' is then executed
to provide the automatic generation of data sets and File Structuring
control language to accept the desired . data from the old -file format and
generate a new file with the desired changes incorporated. Figure 6,.3-3
is a listing . of the restilti.ng output H of a File Revision run of the NIPS
system where File SOLSTAT was being revised and called File SOLSTAA.
File Maintenance - The File Maintenance routine provides the tool for
generating and maintaining the structured data files. It will accept
fixed or variable length, blocked or unblocked, or undefined trans-
action records from tape, disk, or card files. On any given File Main-
tenance run, file updating can be . perfo rmed.wi.th a variety of trans-.
action record formats. The user supplies the record update logic to be
used in File Maintenance by writing logic statements in the File Main-
tenance Language. The File Maintenance Language commands are des-
cribed in detail in the Users Manual. on File 'Maintenance (Vol, III)
A sample of File Maintenance Logic Statements is shown in figure 6.3-4.
This series of commands was used to update a file named SOLSIT from a
transaction tape containing parameteri.c data which would be obtained
from the sensors at a remote location..
6.3.4 Terminal Processin
Terminal processing provides the xsser with the capability to access data within
the data bank via an on-line terminal. It provides the interface . to support both
Local and remote terminal devices and provides the user an on--line data retrieval
capability and a display language for outputting data. In. addition,. it performs
the translation of data base interrogation statements, performs sorting of data
to be outputted, if requested, and qualifies the records for output dependent upon
them meeting the criteria set by selected relational operations (suc?n as equal to,
greater than, less than, etc.) its the inquiry being processed.
The output portion makes . avai.lable to the user operators for (l) placing infor-
mation at the top and bottom of every page of output, (2) repositioning the display
page number and/or system date, and (3) controlling the number of lines .shown on
each displav page.
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ALPHA SYSTEf+4	 SITE	 ID's
P= IELD RSY ID 2 C ALPHA n SYSTEM TYPE$o
FIELD RDATE 5 C ALPHA $ DATE OF RECORD".
FIELD' RTMINT 1 C ALPHA *CODE** 
9
GROUP SYSGRP O SID RSY I D ROATE RTMI NT s
FIELD RTCO 2 Cl NUMER *CDDE'o
(() XFIELD XCOLID, 2 ALPHA $COLL•ECTOR	 ID $ .
FIELD XCMBR 2 X ALPHA *MANUFACTURER CODE'o
FIELD XCMAT 2 X ALPHA n MATERIAL CODE'*
FIELD XC TYPE 2 X ALPHA $ COLLECTOR TYPE' o
FIELD XCOST 2 X ALPHA *COST CATEGORY$.
FIELD XEFF 2 X ALPHA $EFFICIENCY RATING**
F IELD" XS TDI D 2 X ALPHA ^ $ STORAGE ID' s 
FIELD CCOID 2 X ALPHA $COMMERCIAL	 ID$o
F IELD XCOID 2 X ALPHA *COOLING SYSTEM €D'o
FIELD XCOMA I D 2 X ALPHA $COOLING MATERIAL	 I D r .
FIELD XHEA.TID 2 X ALPHA $HEATING ID'.
FIELD XHMAT 2 X ALPHA °HEATING MATER IAL R o
FIELD XCONT 2 X ALPHA 'CONTROL SYSTEM $,
FIELD XHOTID 2 X ALPHA *HOT WATER	 100 a
FIELD XHOTTYP 2 X ALPHA n HOT WATER TYPE $ o
FIELD XTRAN 2 X ALPHA tTRANSPORT TYPE's
FIELD RTARM 4 (aI NUMER t'HOUR/MINUTE OF READING'o
FIELD RP IL a 1 NUMER $ STORAGE TANK	 ULLAGE— AB SOLUTE PRESS $ .
FIELD RP1A 4 1 NUMER $STORAGE TANK ULLAGE--ALTERNATE $ r
FIELD RP2L 4 1 NUMER $ COLLECTOR PUMP OUTLET"*
FIELD RP2A 4 1 NUMER $ COLLECTOR FAN OUTLET* o '
FIELD RP3L 4 1 NUMER 'LOAD HEAT EXCHANGER PUMP OUTLET'.
FIELD RP3A 4 1 NUMER *LOAD HEAT EXCHANGER FAN OUTLET°o
FIELD RDP1L 4 1 NUMER o COLLECTOR PUMP DIFF PRESS"*
FIELD RDP1A 4 1 NUMER n COLLECTOR FAN $ o
FIELD RDP2L 4 1 NUMER 'LOAD :-EAT EXCHANGER PUMP$.
FIELD RDP2A 4 1 NUMER .$LOAD HEAT EXCHANGER FAN•.
FIELD RTI 4 1 NUMER 'OUTDOOR DRY BULB TEMP' o
FIELD RT2 4 1 NUMER o COLLECTOR INLET'
FIELD RT3 4 1 NUMER *COLLECTOR OUTLET**M IELD RT4 4 1 NUMER '-COLLECTOR SURFAC.E$e,
FIELD KT5 4 1 NUMER a DOMEST IC SERVICE WATER $.
FIELD RT6 4 1 NUMER $ DOMESTIC PREHEATED OUTLET* o
FIELD RT7 4 1. NUMER 'DOMESTIC HOT WATER SUPPLY*.
FIELD RT8 4 1 NUMER $ STOR AGE TANK $ *
FIELD RT9 . 4 1 NUMER 'DWELLING DRY BULB AIR$ o
FIELD RDT1 4 1 NUMER 11PREHEATER	 INPUT DIFF 'TEMP' o.
F IELD RDT2 4 1 NUMER. n DOMESTIC HOT WAITER/SER-VICE$o
FIELD RtDT3 4 1 NUMER $LOAD HEAT EXCHANGER' o
F IELD RQ T4. 4 1 NUMER o COOL I NG TOWER* •
FIELD RDT5 4 1 NUMER $ASSGRBTION CHILLER EVAPORATOR*.
FIELD RF I 4 1 NUMER o COLLECTOR FLOW RATER.,.
FIELD RF2 4 1 NUMER $ DOMES T I C HOT WATER $ o
FIELD RF3 4 1 NUMER ®PREHEATER HEAT EXCHANGER`*
FIELD RF4 4 1 NUMER 'LO AD HEAT EXCHANGER* a
FIELD R01 4 1 NUMER $COLLECTOR INCIDENCE SOLAR RAD*s
FIELD RWI 4 1 NUMER 'COLLECTOR PUMP/FAN POWER'.
FIELD RW2 4 1 NUMER °DOMESTIC HOT WATER AUX * o
FIELD RW3 4 1 NUMER 'PREHEATER PUMP/FAN',
FIELD R.W5 4 1 NUMER $COOLING TOWER POWER$o
FIELD RI€ 4 1 NUMER $LOAD HEAT EXCHNGR PUMP ON/OFF•*
FIELD R12 4 1 NUMER * CDOLI NG TOWER PUMP ON/OFF° o
FIELD RRH1 4 1 NUMER •$DUELLING RELATIVE HUMIDITY'.
FIELV RSP1 4 1 NUMER $ SPi;RE 0 o
FIELD RSP2 4 1 NUMER o SPARE * *
FIELD RSP3 4 1	 - NUMER ' SPARE' .
FIELD RSP4 4 1 NUMER $SPARE$.
FIELD RSP5 4 1 NUMER $SPARE•.	 -
END.
ORIGINAL PAGE JS









Structure ' This operator must occur M,a{nt he input.	 It is used to estab l ish the name of the file to be structured.
'
2. File Nan` ~ The name of the file to be structured.	 it nmot conform to the name conventions described in Vol, |'
Introduced to pOo Concepts.
3. FIELD ' The field operator must be the first word on the statement def i ning the characteristics of each data yl6ment
|n the data file mwmod'
4^ Field Name ' A unique name (for the file) th#hd|om t he general system name rules.
' 0, Field Length -The EBDIClougth of the data field. The entry is coded as a numeric integer. not tuexceed three
characters in
6. Set Function , Ident ifier ~Thh example shows the fields to be Record Control fields.
7.
`
Field Mode Want|fier' This shows that the data field content is alphameric. 	 All control fields must be alpha mode.
 n' Output Tit|p/Loble ' The title or label which will be used in designating the field on output reports.
9. GROUP -This operator is used to redefine a sequence of adjacent fields/groups with .single new name which is to 
be used as a data reference.
10' Group Name ' The user supplied ownzu for the group of control fields being referenced.
'
11' Group Pieldo' The. names ofthe fields being grouped together toform the group name.
12. Function |dont^^r'Tho^dbote thetthbpar^oubr^^d^econtnd ^^dfor Se 1.
^
' 13^ Get |dnnbMo/ ' The W is an iod\ooton that the fiddu shown are data elements (fields) of the fixed set.
\4. Set Identifier' The '1' shows that the OWd	 being d^x b^ are data ue^n^ within t he first set o f the fixed set






' JF]F!- **** g * s NIPS 360 FFS FILE STRUCTURE	 *4rtrP** -	
,.-__.^_ -•----_.	 .._	 --
	 PAGE-
FILE NAME- SULDATA DATE=- 70042
_.
r* SOURCE STATEMENT LIST
CLD/GPW STATEMENT FIELD SijEC SET kET. MbDE INPUT OUTPUT
	 EDIT FTkLD/GROUP/VAR. SET
	 THE FLAG ** MARKS'
NAME OPEnATUFI	 SIZE: USE NO-	 LOGIC SUnPT SU9RT	 NAME LABEL TCH RS 1-hO)	 NOTE STATEMENTS
ROS I D F  FI-D	 07 2 CTL 0010
	 - ALPHA --- - -	 --- • SYSTEM SITE
	 TDr
' RSYTU FIELD	 not CTL LCG	 - ALPHA --- -_-	 --- •SYSTEM TYPE*
RDATIi 1°I [L0	 OC 5 CTL 000	 - ALPHA ^-- --••	 ---- • DATE	 fl1° PECDRD•
RT^1,lNt FILLU	 001 CTL 0U0_
	 - ALPHA -__ -._	 ___ •ca	 c_.	 n	 .__..	 -•	 -	 -	 _ _	 _.._
SYSGC412 GROUP	 n - ALP IIA
FIELDS- RUSID	 r25YI11 RDATF RTMINT __	 __.	 ..•._.....	 __	 _.	 _	 _.
CJ^ ,Oq	 XCOL10 eIi,L1)	 GO2 --- 1:u6	 - ALr^1iq - _ _	 _ - •Ci)LLE:CTOi^	 ID•
XCMPft FI FL O	 012
-^- 000	 - ALPHA -- _ ---	 --- • MANUF AC7UFtER CODC•
xrmA r E= I FL0	 0112 --- )00	 -- ALPHA --- -- -	 --- • M ATE_R I AL
	 C[7f`E •
MCTY; l f: FI FLD	 GC 2 --^ X100	 - ALPHA
-- -__	 ___ -sCOLLL'CTOR TYPE•
Xr'i7:T Fir-LD	 C42 .ALPHA •CAST C4rEGORY•
XFCFF FIELD	 UO2 --- 0-..10	 - ALPHA --- --- -	 --_ 'EFFICIENCY RATING•
X4T01:D FIELD	 002 --- J00	 - ALPHA --- ---	 --- •STOWAGE	 TD•
`	 }•	 ', CO- ID FIELD	 002 --- JOI)	 - ALPHA --- --Y	 --_ rC01.'4EirIC7AL
	
ID •	- 	 -	 -	 -___. _	 .-•__
,.
XCf1I1) F•ItID	 002 --- 3JJ	 - ALPHA --- ---	 --- •C(JgL.iNG	 SYSTEM ID*
XCIi!:AID FIELD	 002 --- JCn ALPHA --- ---	 - -- •CGULING MATERIAL
	
IDS
XHC-ATID FIELD	 002 -^- 700 ALPHA - - __-	 --_ 'HEATING
	 ID•




	 __	 .__.	 _...
XCONT FIELD	 002 --- 001 ALPHA --- ---	 --- 'CONTROL SYSTEM•
XHOIID frlF_LD	 002 --- 300	 - ALPHA __- - -	 --. QH01	 IJATf=4	 ID•




* **t**A NIPS 360 FFS FILE STRUCTURE .)OL' *r *r ****	 PAGE-- 2
FILE NAMF- SOLOATA	 DATE- 76052
`k SOURCE STATEMENT LIST




	INPUT	 OUTF"UT	 EDIT FIELD/GROUP/VAR•SET	 THE FLAG ** MARKS
INAPtF. OPERATOR SIZE use	 NO. C.DGIC"SUflRT	 SUBRT	 NAME' LABEL (CHARA 1- 60)­-­­­­ 	 NOTE STATEMENTS -
XHOTTYP FIC:LO 002 ^--	 300 -	 ALPHA	 -	 ---	 --- •HOT WATER TYPE+
XTRAN FIELD 002 -^-	 000 -- "	 AL fl HA	 --_	 - -	 -_- -TRANSPORT TYPE* -
RTCD FILL-U cut CTL	 A01 ALOHA	 ----	 ---	 ---- rCODE•
RTA f2 M	 - FIELD 004 ----	 001 -	 NUMER	 --- - '_-_-	 --- *HT)bR/kllNUTF_ OF READIN(5r"--""`r•_ 
RRIL FI FL. 1) CC'4 ---	 CC1 -	 NUMER	 -^-	 ---	 -•- •STORAGE TANK	 ULLAGE-ABSOLUTE PRESS•
RI1 1A FT F1 D DO ----	 041 -	 NUMER	 -- -	 ---	 --- I S 70RAGE TANK ULLAGL-•ALTERNATr* 
I4l"2L F 1 r:LD C0.1 ---	 0 j 1 -	 NU+t '11	 ---	 ---	 --- -CULLECTOR PUMP OUTLET*
RP2A	 I FIt_1U 304 ---	 Oct -	 NUME64	 -°-- 	 °°--	 --- ^CtILI.ECTOR FA14 OUTLET-
hP3L F1LLUi 004 ^--	 aCl -	 NI1M1:1-t	 --	 ---	 --- *LOAD HEAT EXCHANGER PUMP OUTLET"
nPAA FIELD 004 ---	 CD1 -	 NUMr^ R 	---	 -- -	 _-- _ rL-DAD HEAT EXCHA14GER FAN OUTLET'
„UPIL $'IF.LD 004 ---	 DO  -	 NU ME 14	 ---	 -----	 ---- 9COLLF.CTOFI PUMP u1F'F PRESS•
RDP l A FIELD 304 -. _	 301 -	 NUMUn	 __	 - ^_.	 --_ * CCIL1_ECTOs4	 FAN'	 -"
RDPZL F1L1q 004 --	 001 --	 NUMER	 ---	 ---	 --- °LOAD HEAT EXCHANGL• R PUMP*
ROPL A F1L'LD 004 ---	 -301 -	 NUMER 	 ---	 ---	 --- •LnAD HEAT EXCFIANGER FAN•--
RT 1 F1 L1 u. 004 ---	 001 -	 Ntlr•1cW	 ---	 ---	 --- m OUTDnQR DRY HULIJ TEMP-
'RTa FIELD P94 ----	 .101 -	 NUMER	 ---	 ---	 --- +COLLFCTOR	 INLET•
RT3 FIELD 044 ---	 301 Nll•.lFR	 ---	 ---	 --- *C(ILLECTON nuTLETI
'RT4 F'1 FL ) - 004 - --	 541 -	 Ml1MFft	 ---	 ----	 --- 'CULLEC.TOR SUIIFACEN 	---
RT5 FIELD 034 ---	 401 '	 -	 NUN_R	 __.	 --_	 --- -Df)fAFSTIC SLRVICE WATER•
RT6 FiEtD Oo4 ---	 r7 GI -	 I)uN'r Tr	 ---	 ---	 --- *DIIM,STIC	 F)QE11LATED OUTLET*






w1	 ...— a,txS^1h^'(.. ^P.l ♦x.l ^r1^^(Nfe _•1i!1'K. _.. _.. r ..,..^e. 	^.^.	 -• _	 .. ..	 .. _	 ^ -.. ...
f	 1 n	 -	 ..
*^**^•#* NIPS 360 FFS FILE STRUCTURE JO11 ** *#*#	 PAGE^- 3
FILE NAME- SOLDATA	 DATE- 76062
I .
' ,
** SOURCE STATEMENT LIST **
1
s FLO/GrP STATEMENT FIELD SPEC SET RF-T,	 MODE INPUT	 OUTPUT	 EDIT	 FIELD/GROUP/VAR. SET	 THE FLAG *; MARKS
NAME OPERATOR SIZE USE	 NO. LOGIC SU9RT	 SU3RT	 NAME	 LABEL ICHARS 1-601	 NOTE STATEMENTS
RTT FIELD C04 ----	 Pei ^	 FJum R ---	 ---	 ---	 'DOt.FF_SIIC NOT WATER SUPPLY•
	
-
. RTd FIf:LD 004 ---	 OC1 -	 Nt1^1T:R" -°_	 _	 -__` _	 , STORAGE TANK'
RT4 • FIELD cc CCl NUMERy --	 ROWELLING DRY BULB AIR'_
ROT I FI LLD 034
---	
C.0I '	 NUMLR
=-_^- -^- ._— --- -	 -* --^^ ^-^^_--• -
' PREHLATER INPUT DIFF TEMP' `-
4R r3TV FIF_LD 004 ---	 001 -	 NUMER ---	 ---	 -----	 6011MESTIC HOT WATER/SERVTCE"
jl
r
ror,3 FIELD 004 ---	 0CI -	 NuMER - -	 _.-.	 --_-	 '•LOAD HEAT EXCHANGER'
ROT4 FILLY 004 ---	 001 •COOLING TOWER•
RDT 5 FIELD 004 ---	 001 -	 NUMI R ^--	 -^-	 ---	 n ABSORUT ION CHILLER EVAPORATOR • - 	 --	 -J°-	 -	 "J	-
a".d kFi FIELD OG4 -»-	 001
-	
NUME.R ---	 ----	 -^-	 $COLLF_CTOR FLOW RATE'
C3 ^ RF 2 F I FLO 034 -- -	 L01 - -	 NUMER ---	 ---	 ---	 ' EIOMEST IC HOT 11ATER'
RF3 FILLO 904 ---	 .)C1 -	 NU•MEQ ---	 ----	 -__	 rPREHEATER HEAT EXCHANGE:•
RF'4 FIELD 004 ----	 0C,I -	 NUMI'N ----	 -^--	 ---	 'LOAD HEAT EXCHANGER°
RQ I FIELD 004 ---	 001
-	
NUMER •--	 -_-	 -_	 ' CriLLEC TOR
	 INCIDENCE  SIILAR RAD•
Rill FI ELD 704 --- -00t
-	
NU6Ir_R ---	 --_	 ---	 'COLLECTOR PUMP/FAN POWER•-
.PdJ ,FIELD 0'04 ---	 f01 -	 NIVAL,0 ---	 ----	 -----	 'D(1n4FSTIC HUT WATER	 AUX•
RW3 FI F:LD Ou4 ---	 JCL -	 NUMCft ---	 ---	 ---	 ' PHEItEATER PUM CWAN'	 -
RrrS F1 ELD 004 ---	 001 -	 NUMER ---	 - -	 ---	 "COOLING TIIWE R POWER•
RI I T IELD 004 ---	 001 -	 NUMER -- _	 ---	 ---	 'Lr7A0 r1EAT [XC iiNGR PUMP
tit FIELD 0r14 ---	 CGl
-	
NUMt P ----	 ---	 ---	 •C!)F1L ING TOWER PUMP OV/OFF'
RQHI FIELD 004 ---	 001 ^	 NU,4FQ ---	 -_-	 -_-	 90NGLLING RELATIVE HUMIDITYr






******+ NIPS 360 FF S FILE STRUCTURE JOB ****^*# 	 ?AGE- A
	
FILE NAME- SOLDATA 	 DATE- 76062
SOURCE STATEMENT LIST
FLO/ ri17n STATEMENT FIILLD SPEC SET 1 2E T. MODE INPUT	 OUTPUT EDIr	 FtF.i_D/GROUFa/VAR.SET	 THE FLAG *• MARKS
NAME
	 O.PERATIIR SIZE USE NO. LDGIC
	
SUHRT
	 SUURT	 NAME	 LABEL (CHARS 1-601	 NOTE STATEMENTS
R5P1	 FIELD	 014	 --- 001
	 -	
NUM,ER ---	 -	 ---	 •SPARE•
RSP 2	 FI Fi D	 ]04	 -_- Gal	 -	 NUMER __ -
	 __-	 -_-	 • SPAREI--- -
RsP3	 FIELD	 CC<a	 --- 941	 -	 NUmER ---	 ----	 ----	 ISOAR['
p.`. V
r.a ;R5Vo
	 r I ELD	 OU4	
--- {'O1	 -	 NUMER	 --	 ---	 . rgcaARE 9...	 -	 -
RSPS
	
	 FIELD	 004	 - - 001
	 -	
NUMPR ---	 ---	 ---	 °SnAREI
ENIWS
*rt •
 ADViSORY MFSSAGtE- FILL t;70UCTUI4E VERFURM D WITI! ND CLASSIFICATION
	







Figure 6.3-2. File Layout (Sheer 4 of 4)
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* NL) ERRORS DETECTED IN INPUT CARDS
Figure 6.3-3 File Revision (Sheet I of 18)
$ ANALYSIS OF • FILE REVISION
OLD	 F FELL) NEW FIELD	 _	 -CHANGES-
NXA




a . a a w
MODE
. 1 . a . a .... • ......
,!AME
.... / .......
SET TYPE MODE	 NAME	 SET TYPE MODE/ ............................. 1 ........a...
SITEID - 000 C 4 .31TFI'D 000 C A
SYSIJ 0Qj C A SYSIO • 000 C A_
DATE 000 C A 1)ATF oco C A
Th-I RMAL CoO N R IHERMAL 0 G N S
TTPUa 000 N 8 T-,PUA 0011 N r3
SPUAA 000 N d SPIJAA DUO Y 8
SCLCEL 000 U S S4 LCEL JO•) N 6
USF'y :GY 000 N i3 U ,FV4GY 000 Y 8
CuMTEMP 000 N 3 Lu`1T=4P 003 N 3
A3Sti`E 0.); N d i:Gti_F r-- 4C0 N 6
PU JJJ N d P, t100 N #3
P9 1),) 0 N 8	 / ?9 000 N 3_
P10 9)0 N 8 a1J O,:J hi 8
Pil 000 N 13 Pil GOD N B
P12 COO N a 1'i2 000 PI Es
- P13 COO N a Pia •Jt'0 N 13
Ply 0U0 N ri 'i Or`} NJ 0
X 13 J00 N 3 Pis Jt.J '•1 8
P l b CUt) ,V 5 P ib 3130 N 91
Pi r 0 J 0 N d P: r 000 -N 6
PL3 0u
 -N + '14 000 N d
919 0.10 N d a l? . 00,) N 6
P20 0Ja N B P"0 OJO N $
P,-1 0,10 N 6 P 2. 000 N B
°[2 000 N 3 ?tit 000 N B
°23 000 N 3 P2 Ono V 8
P 1 4 000 N .3 P24 O+7J N' 8
P2S r00 IN 13 P25 Ot'O N 8
0 26 4111! N d a? 000 N Z3
01110 N 8 P27 040 M 3
P73 0:J0 N 3 P28 n00 11 B
P29 000 N 8 029 ow N B
P30 000 N 3 P30 0Q0 iN i3
P31 000 AI ct P31 000 4 B
P12 Clio N d 1'32 OU0 N 8
P: 3 0'10 N B. P33 0-10 N B
P34 QJ0 N 8 P'.4 0+l0 N 8
P35 0?0 N a "35 0."] *1 6
p 4b 030 V R •136 ,) N d
Pat OOn N 3 X37 %190 V 9
P13 0:?U N B ° 30 0110 N 3
Pa s) Duo Pi 113 P34 11):;0 1 1 a
P40 OJa N d 1)47 U{0 N ' Li
P41. L, J U N 9 P41 ) C: 0 11 6
P42 (100 N 8 I,.2 I(,0 N A
R T IME 001 C A It 	 UME J+)I C A
k l GO l N B RI 0.11 IN L3
R2 001 N i3 R2 001 N 8
R3	 _ 001 N 8 R3 0°11 N 3
R4 (;111 'J R R4 001 N b
R5 G)1 N d 115 001 N 3
R h 0011 N R A i 0.11 ti d
Rr 001 N 8	 - R7 0:11 N RPr 00L N 9 Rd 001 N t1
Z`) 001 u B R9 0(11 'V 9
Figure 6.3.3. File revision (Sheet 2 of 1R!
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RIO 00 1 N B g Le 00 1 	 h
RLL 001 N B R11 801	 h
R12 001 N _ B R12 001	 h_
R13 001 N a R13 001	 h
R14 001 N 0 R14 001	 h
CT1ME 002 C A CTTME r 002	 tiC 1 002 N __ 8..	 ._	 ... . _ _.__.	 C I 3U2
Cl 002 N d C2 002	 h
C3 0 0?,, N 8 C 3 102	 t
C4 002 N B C4 102	 P
C5 002 N 8 C5 nr72	 t
C(, 00 N d C6 P02	 p
L:1 002 N B C7 002
072 N 6 ce 030	 I
L 5 _ 002 N _ . B _	 .. G8 00z	 1
c I J 002 N a CIO 1102
C11 002 N B C11 o02	 I
c 12 002 N B C 12 402	 P
C13
	
_ OU2 N 6 c 13 JJ2	 t
C 14 c() 2 N B C14 042	 1
C15 002 N B C L 5 002C16 OU2 N B G16
C17 002 N _._	 _ B C17 002	 1__
cis UJ2 Y 3 c I R 00,'.	 1
rL9 0112 N 8 C19 002	 1
C23 GL72 N B C 2 001,	 1
C21, 012 N y L21 l»2	 1
C22 002 N 'B C22 )n2
C23 0U2 N d C23 1 13 2
C24 O.i2 N a C24 00?
C25 _ UO2 N	 _. B	 _._	 _.. C25 OJ2	 i
cub UO2 N B C26 002	 1
cV ('02 N 5 C27 002
C 2 002 N 8 GlF) 002
C29 002 N d C2u 0112
C30 002 N B C30 002
C3L 007 N C31 )02
C32 UJ1. N B C32 OUz	 I
C34 0 02 N B	 _ _	 C' 4 002
C 15	 - 0:)2 N ry c 35 1102
r-3r, ()J2 N B C36 002
C37 002 N R C37 002
c 33 C-02 N 3 C38 002
c3H 002 N d C'•^ 002
040 002 N B. C40 1302
C41 OU2 N 6 C41 002




N A PF03LEm 003
iOI,JATE 003 N A SCLDATE 003
SnLUTN 00 W A SOt )TN 003
Figure 6.3-3 File Revision (Sheet 3 of 18)
##* FR GENERATE +? LOGIC STATEMENTS *A,^
SFWSILIa:SOLSTAA.
SAR:FR:6:017




***N IPS FILE MAINTENANCE*** PAGE	 1
`^COMMU-II CAT WN."RECORDS
1	 FMS/LI3	 SOLSTAA.	 DISK, TRANSACTION SOURCE IS CARDS
NO ERRORS DETECTED. IN THE COMMUNICATION RECORDS
Figure 6.33. Fite Revision (Sheet 6 of 18)
***NIPS FILE MAINTENANCE** # 	PAGE	 2
- LIBfZARY 'ACT IC- CARDS	 -
1	 START	 FR	 AR	 0002 0006 0001 0017 0001
r .30 ERvL+?5 DETECTEDIN THIS CUNTROL DECK
f=igure 6.3-3, File Revision (Sheer 6 of 18)
f•	
***NIPS FILE YAINTE'1ANCE t**	 PAGE	 3
L LIBRARY ACTIDi— ADD A PERMANENT STATEMENT
L Tal94 0197 START FR R ASP
IRANSACTILV CESCRIPTL"R DECK
SITEID FIELD 0007 0007 A S	 SITEID
3 SYSID FIELD 0009 0002 A S	 SYSID
4 GATE FIELD 0011 0006 A S DATE
5 THFR'4AL FIt-L0 0029 0004 E N
6 - TTPUA FIELQ 3733 0004 8 _ --
-' 7 SpU-%A FIELD OJ37 0004 9 N8 SCLCEL
K-3rI	 i	 Y








L L A3SEFF FiLLC (1 1)53 00 Off
i2 P9 FIELD 0057 00()4
13 P9 FIELO 0061 U07':
_	 14	
T
1'10 F:FLO U ,Jo5 000.'►
15 PL1 FILLF) JCti y 000'r
La P12 FIFLU 0013 0004
11 P13 FIE' D 0077 OJ04
18	 _. P14 FIELD J061 0604
19 P13 FIELD J045 000%
2J PIb FIELD (1Uts) J')0f.
21 P17 F I E L D 0093 0604
— 22	 _ . P L3	 -_	 _._. FIELD 0097 0004
23 P19 1-IELD GLJI 0304
24 P20 FIELD 0105 1004
25 P21 FIELCI Cl )fi 0004
2(3 P22 FIELD 0II3 00.1f►
27 P23 FIELD 0) 17 U0 C4
28 P24 FIFLU 0121 Ji;04
29 P75 FIELD OL15 0004
30..__ P2o FIELD 012 9 OL.02r_
31 P2T Fl LD OLA3 000•,
32 P23 FIELD 0137 000It
33 1'24 FIELD U141 GO 1J r,
34 930 FIELD 0145 0004
35 P31 PI ELI) 0149 00G••
36 P32 FIELD 0L^3 00 04
37 033 FIELD 13157 0004
3 	 .__.. P34.___.__ FIELD U16L	 _. 0004
39 a3S Fl+LI7 01b5 )U04
40 P35 FIELD U169 )'J 3-.
41 P37 FIELD 0173 U0C4
42. P38	 . FIELD OL77 00Ufr -







' ***NIPS FILE; MAINTENANCE *** 	PAGE	 4
TRANSACTION) CESCRIPTOR DECK
43	 P39	 FIELD 0181	 0004	 8	 N
44	 P4J	 FIELD 0105	 0004	 B	 _	 N
45	 P41	 FIELD CL89	 0004	 B	 N
t 46	 P42	 FIELD 0193	 0004	 B	 N




WJU 3II PUA, TTPUA
11 50	 NU S5PUAA t SPUAA
	
?	 51	 U-111 SSULCEE,SOLCELy f	 rt:^U
	 $tjl ,l. NR GY, U5r1RGY
NNW3L014TIMP,COMTEMP
j4	 Mr•1i)	 SAUSE-F1 • ,AuSEFF	 J	 .





* .,	 64)	 t-111:1J
	
$ P l 3 013
'4'iU
	




64	 F1'IU S1 , 17,P1T	 b^
1111r3,1j18
66	 l4..0 L 1 1 1'! , P 19V20
6 F1	 I.1FJl1	 1-1 1 2 1 1. 1 1 2 1
6'1	 M(JU	 b N?- 2 r V 2
71	 M60	 S V 2 t, '5
7),	 MNU	 I P2^ t 11: 5
	
«' !	 73	 Mt1tJ	 $112is,1'26
74	 witi	 s P2 7, 1 1 Z 7
75	 MIMI 1P2 6 t I12 d
76	 Ow 	 4. P.t •i, 1129
77	 MF111	 tp31J,P3Q
7d	 i•NU	 $Y31, P 31
79	 rullu	 51 1 12,P32
E11	 114 11 4U	 51'S4 9 VJ4,
117	 M1 1U	 $1)3j,P3h
ti 3	 t4NU	 SP 36tP3(2
84	 r
m l I








_	 IIS	 MNIJ 'SP38,P38





-s '	 lilt	 MNU
	 $ 1 .41 , Psi 1
.r	 81)	 M"4U SV4204?90	 HL I
J:N1J
NU ERRORS DE7ECTED IN 7N1S LOGIC STATEMEENT
Figure 6.33 File Revision (Sheer 9 of 18)
0Ci b
***NIL'S FILE MAINTENANCE*** 	 PAGE	 6
LIBRARY ALTIONI ADD A PERMANENT STATEMENT
1 T0084 GOAS START	 FR RA ASP
TRANSACTION DESCRIPTOR DECK
f	 2 SITEID











5 RTIME FIELD OULb	 0004 A. N
6'.. RL FIFLII 0029	 0004 13 ----	 N.	 --	 •..__-	 :-	 ..	 _......	 ..._.	 _..	 .__	 _	 .. ..	 .._
7 R2 FIELD 0033	 0004 B N
0 K3 FIELD 0037	 0004 8 N
9 Ito FIELD 0041	 OU04 B N
10 10 FIELD uo-0	 0004 6 N'
It R6 FIELD 0049	 0004 B NFIELD L)0-j3
	
0004 B Nl3 R7Ito FIEU) 0057	 0004 B N iI ti R') FI ILD 00f,1
	
oQ04 D	 .. _	 _	 N
-	 15 R10 FLEL13	 ()., ), j IS	 0004 I3 N
I& Ertl I- IZ  L!t	 !}069	 0604 B 14
II K12 I- III	 UoI3	 0004 a N
14 It13 FIF!LO 0017	 0004 B	 _ N
19 R14 FIF-LD 0081	 0004 R N
SEU PGLN LAISE>_ r1NER OPERANOS FLAGS
21 POS	 RTI,4F,A00l
22 Boot SIP	 allmL'Llaat
23 A001 14SS	 RTI.dL
24 MCS	 $OTIF]t,RTIME
25 mw	 SR L rot t
'26 MNU	 LR202
21 _	 _ 14NU	 S1t3,R3 -
28 14NU	 Wt 9114
2 11 MNU	 tlthrltti
311 M.EtI	 bRt„146
31 M, 11)	 tS79117 '.
32 NNU	 $RtS,R8
33 14NU	 $E19	 119





34 Mr•lu	 $:, I c r R 1 2









LIBRARY ACTION—ADD A PERMANENT STATEMENT
1 10064 0085 START	 FR ,RA ASP
TRANSACTION DESCRIPTOR	 DECK
L 5 1 T E I U FIELD 0007	 0002 A S SITEID
3 SYSIU FIELD 0009	 0002 A S	 SYSID
4 DATEE FIELD 0011	 0006 A S 0AIE
5 RIIME FIELD	 0011;	 0004 A. N
_. 6•_. R1 FIELD tW9	 0004 )3 N
7 PL FIELD	 Oi33
	
:7004 11 IJ
a K3 FIEL1)	 0037	 0(`04 6 N
9 t=rr FIELD 00ki	 OG04 a N
10 RS MELD UO•i5	 0004 B N'
11 RG FIELD 0049	 000k B N
12
k7 FIE1 D U0:)3	 0004 8 N
;lA FIELI)	 01157	 OL!04 B N
14 RV HUDL D 0061	 Oi+1;4 B P1	 _	 ....
15 RIO FILL U	 0;).,5	 0004 B N
I(, P11 F1,-L11	 lb 0., 	 0604 B 14
it R12 FiIL	 0:)7}	 0004 B N
`' y 1R 1!13 F I K 0	 tit, t7	 0004 B N
19 R14 F IE-1 U	 0081	 OU04 B N
O° SEU PGLN LABEL DPLR OPERANDS FLAGS
POOL
21 POS	 RTI%1F.A001
22 8U01 SIP	 RI1Jdt.i1JO1
_ 23 AU01 05S	 RT IML
24 MCS	 $HTI VII: .RTIME
75 h)PCU	 SRI I R 1
26 MNU	 IRL.R2
27 MNU	 $k3r1(3	 -
201 M;111)
	
11-1 4 r Ito
29 r`r;U
	






31 [41+10	 s F.9 . 99
i 94 MNU	 $R it) .R10





S 1(14, It 14
39 HLT
Figure 6.3-3. File Revision [Sh6e[ 10 of 78)
140	 END
	
*t-NIPS FILE MAINTENANCE*, ,+; PAGE
	 7
NR ERRORS DETECTED IN THIS LOGIC STATEMFNT
Figure 6.3.3 File Revision (Shea I1 of 18)
LIBRARY ACTIOFJ-- ADD A PERMANENT STATEMENT
Z T0192 0193 START FR
TRANSACTION DESCRIPTOR DECK
2 SITEIU FIELD 0007 0002
3 SYS111 FIELD 0009 OUO2
4 DATE FIELD 0011 0006
5 CTIME FIILU 0012 )C04
6 G1 FII•L0 UUP9
7 C7 F1CL0 0 1 13.3 0(:7.1
8 C3 FILL7 J037 01719 C4 PILLU x141 00 o'1
10_, " C5 FILLD JU45 JJU.i
11 c FItLU 0C49 J00')
12 C7 FIFLD 00h3 ot.03





_ CIJ FILLD l0h ^j ?,;U't
16 C11 1: 11 : Wt,9 000:^
17 G12 FIFLD s<,:11 J(s)3
18 ^.	 L13	 _ _	 FI! Lb • 1 x.77 003
19 C 14 F•1 i L D 00is 1 0	 3
70 C15 Fitt D 60 'sh U)-11
21 G16 FILLD 00.19 1610.3
22_..._ C17" .. F I L L R .),193 1)03
23 Cld F11.U) 1;0 1rI 01J94
24 C19 FIELll 0101 U004
25 C20 F=ItL1) JIL)a Js: 04
t6 S21 FILL(? 0101•) 0"• )%
Z1
_.,..	
C22 FILLD DLL- D0.1
28 G23 Fll-LD 0111 U!:J
2 .) L214 FIFLD DL21 )G^13
30 C25 FILLD 4)12.5 113:03
31 Cln F IT. LD 0129 0003
32 C[I FILL!) 0133 )(,U•.1
.33 C7.:3 FILLD 0137 ,)L 013
34 C29 FIEL1) 01'rl l(. 0'3
39 C30 FIrL0 0149 UDI'f
30 C'iI FILLS) J  W) )L	 :11fj7 C32 FIE LO Uli3 Os - U+
31 C34 FIFLD 0157 cm 1n12
39 - C35 F lFl" D 0101 00114
43 C 3 F11 LD U1 • >> i0UIt
' C37 FILLD Clu9 U004
.L Gad FLELO 0173 01J014
Figure 6.3-3 File Revision (Sheet 12 of 18)










#4*NIPS FILE MAINTENANCE***	 1 PAGE	 9
TKANSACTION DESCRIPTOR DECK
43 C39• FIELD 0177	 0004 B N






FIELD 0135	 0004 3 W
'
46 t:42 FEELf3 0169	 0004 a N
SEU PGLN LABEL OPCR OPERANDS  FLAGS
48 Pzi5L	 CTIi4G,AO02
49 H002 STP	 CTIMErBOD2
50	 1 A002 8SS	 CTIME







56 Mf%U	 $C5 1 C 5
57 14N 	 £La,CG _	 ..
tfa MNU	 $L7,1:7
59 MNU	 t f: b t l_ Q
60 mfjU	 C9r
61 MNU	 $CIU CID
02 mtjJ	 scl 1, Ci ik
63 Milt)	 SC12,C12
Y - 44 MNO	 IC13C13
' f,5 MNU	 14:C 14 _..




[7o 68 mnu	 SC11,C17













,k. 18 141-du	 SC27, C27
' 79 '4fvtl	 SL?8,C?6






83 MI•tU	 $C32	 C32
84 MNU	 SL34,C34
Figure 6.3-3. File Revision (Sheet 13 Df 181
E	 .j'	 .	 1	 I	 1
si..
' SE4 PGLN LABEL OPER OPERANDS
85 MNU IC35eC35 .
86 MNLJ SC3u: L36
;; t MNEJ %C: i7.C37b8 Wltj tc33rC38
'.1 1 Go	 fl •^ Mi R; I. L! V/ LS'J
F ,	 90 "P)11 LYJr LiU
0 INU b C41 e L4 I
9? M 4U lt lw2 p L42
93 HL 
94 END


















Figure 6.3-3. File Revision (Sheet 15 of 1$)
LIBKARY ACT IU14— AUD A PERMANE:UT STATEMENI
1 T0052 0053 START	 FR
TRANSACT ILIV USCRI PTOR DECK
.2 SITElU FIFLn 0007	 0002	 A
3 SY S ID f-I EL 11	 0009	 0002	 A
4 tr7E FIEt 0 0011
	
OUOG	 A
5 P+ 011LLM FIELD 0029	 0018	 A
b	 • SoL DAT E F I hLU UJ41	 OU06	 A
OD	 T SLILUIN F1LI U UL)a3	 q
klJ
SEQ PGLN LArsI- OPER t1PERANDS
$ I POOL
9 NIS	 PV)RLER,A003
14 fit) 03 SIP	 PI<IiISLkM, 13003
LL A00.1 BSS	 PROOLUM
12 MAL	 $1 1 PUtSLEM, PROBLEM
13 MAL	 $SuLDAILiVILDATE
5SOLU1• N	 OLUTN
1 4 i LT
16 END
11 S T4)P
NO FRP.URS IjETECTFD IN THIS LUGI1: STATEMENT





	 STATEMENT - R -- FnR REPORT - FR - HAS BEEN ADDED TO FILE -- SOLSTAA.-
THE	 fuTAL LENGTH OF	 THIS LOGIC STA7EME y 7 IS 1048 BYTES
LOGIC STATFMENT - RA --	 FOR PEPQRT - FR -- HAS JEEN ADDED TO FILE — SOLSTAA.—
«	 TttL	 TOTAL LLNGTH OF	 THis tnGIt. STATEMENT IS 1216 BYTES 
1.0r. j r,	 STATFrlF raT	 — PB —	 111N PEPtcatT	 — PR — HAS BEEN ADDED TO FILE — SOLSTAA.--
Tltl	 T[',TAI.	 LtNull1 OF	 T1tI5 LI!GIC STATkME'4I IS L928 BYTES
LOGIC	 STAT I -AFNT - kC - FOR REP(IPT - FR - HAS BEEN '.*DED TO FILE - SOLSTAA.-
THE	 rl !TAL
	 LE N;TII OF MIS LUGIL STATEMENT IS 109b [BYTES
a
Figure 6.3-1 File Revision (Sheer 16 of 18)
WAS
START UPDATE RECORD GENERATION
UPDATE RECORD _C^NERATION COMPLETE:}
UPDATE RECORD COUNT IS ............. 1090
NUMBER OF TRACKS 'WRX7TEND T l7 THE SURTIN UATASEiT....0....000027









V*FM PPIICESSING BL'`,CK SIZE FOR THIS RUN WILL HE THE DEFAULT SIZE tIF 16000 BYTES. THE FM PB SIZE CAN 13E ENTERED ON TI-E EXEC CARD,
E.G., Pr,Ur4='I"-SIZE = 7UK' nit PARM1 4 LIST,1'3 =3K'. LIMITS ARE 1K TO 9914. AS THE PB SIZE IS I14CREASED ABOVE 16 K, -REGION SIZE SHOULD SI
=,4,KEA;L': CORRESP(INDINGI.Y.
Co
SOtSTAA. =	 S	 NOT CATACOGED— EXISTS ON FOLLOWING-VOL —SEP—M) 0003U4
,cda








_.o«n " y oLuIn " x	 - '- - - '_-- -- --- -- -----'--- '----------'----'
o»sP vVILSIr1 29 F36
smoo ^o^l^m.c	 '
'	 *A ST,"^a.^^cZ 
	
'
owmxrE " i n c3	 _^	 ----------`-'------- SnTM Iwr.'.^.n^	
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ufAnr9 2s. u1
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wLoz«.77,xuyoca.^^.nu	 .
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wcr snsrrn.k;Y I 
wcT anu^ ft: ,nJurF-
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Output Report Generation - Terminal
The applicable terminal application component for use in SIMS is
the Quick Inquiry Processor (QUIP), designed to give a powerful
data retrieval and display capability.
Y	 The Terminal Processing Users Manual (NIPS Vol, VI) contains detailed
r	 procedures for invoking this terminal application program. An example
of a terminal session (on a 2260 terminal.) is shown in figure 6.3-5.
y
File Maintenance - Terminal
The terminal application program, which provides a means of performing
maintenance on an existing file, is called Source Data Automation (SODA).
It interacts with the terminal and the File Maintenance capability, as
previously described, to allow for the inputting of raw data to a file
or the changing of existing data fields within a file. An example of
the use of SODA to update two fields of a file is shown in figure 6.3-6,
along with the previously generated and library stored File Maintenance
Logic Statements (figure 6.3-7).
1.
Development Activity - Terminal
The EDIT application program provides the
a means of entering, managing and editing
statements for development and debugging.
the capability of submitting jobs into the
G	 Operating System for processing.
user programmer/analyst with
of :ZIPS source language
It also provides the user
a input job stream of the
Utility Functions - Terminal
The :NIPS system provides the ability to send messages and data between
terminals and performing the rudimentary utility functions which are
provided by the System/370 Operating System.
6.3.5 Information Retrieval
To support the requirements for both scheduled and non-scheduled inquiries of
the data base, the Reference and Sort Processor (RASP) of NIT'S will be utilized.
This capability of .TIPS provides the following:
a Batched retrievals against a single file
e Merged file retrieval
• Data record qualification on fixed/pariodiclvariable information
Error diagnos:.ic printout
• MultiDle IF Statements within each retr'_eval
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
ZI



















AN EXAMPLE OF THE TERMINAL SESSION TO ACCESS FIVE FIELDS OF A FILE CALLED SOLSTAA IS AS
FOLLOWS. THE SYMBOL	 INDICATES 'START MANUAL INPUT',
	
INDICATES 'ENTRY MANUAL
INPUT-AND a INDICATES THE REPLY TO THE QUIP REQUEST.
FILE SO STAA a	 .
89
}
AN EXAMPLE OF ATERMINAL SESSION TO EXERCISE THE ON-LINE FILE MAINTENANCE FUNCTION IS AS FOL-
LOWS WITH THE SYMBOL
	 MEANING 'START MANUAL INPUT', F-1 MEANING 'ENTER MANUAL INPUT'
AND	 INDICATING THE REPLY PRESENTED ON THE TERMINAL SCREEN BY THE SYSTEM
LOGON (AE¢ll1, TEST) 	 RE]
L	 CPTED, PROCEED
_ F ,
j	 ILE,S1 STAA REPORTTRYI L_-J (NEW LINE)
. R2000 44443333 "-7 F
INPUT SCRATCHED READY FOR MORE
R220OA7776666 '"7 F
O	 LLLL USENRGY NOT NUMERIC
1111=7777 ­7 FE
INPUT SCRATCHED READY FOR N10RE




11,y,1 =7772 ;-^ F
G INPUT SCR7q k H.Ep READY FOR MORE'	 '
f	 R240066665556101;17fi0201 —7 F
O	 111111-1111 MUST WORK WITH SITE 09
11 =09 ­7 F
O INPUT SCRATCHED READY FOR MORE
UPDATE —7 F 0'
ALL UPDATED RECORDS WRITTEN ON FILE SOLSTAA
ORIGINAL PAGE M
OF POOR QTJAI=








LIBRARY ACTION—ADD A PERMANENT STATEMENT
1	 T0030 START	 TRY	 A ASP
TRANSACTION DESCRIPTOR DECK
2	 RK ID FIELD 0002	 0010 01 D M
3	 CTIME FIELD 0012
	 0004 02 D M
4	 THEE	 MAL	 - I IFLO 0016	 0004	 D N
5	 TTPUA FIELD 0020	 0004	 D N












AnQ	 13	 AD An	 WL/3JHEP NAL,THERMAL -
14 HL T
15	 NUAD MNU	 $TTPUAoh1/4
to	 , UJA	 STTPUA,WI/4
17 FW0	 AD 














_	 ^	 ^^^1	 _	 +	 -•	 ^^-	 _	 iii T; ^ ^ _ Ayt".1.^1_'
UE
	 o Insertion of literals in sort keys
:;	 E
e Answer record ordering
e Multiple answer sets from each retrieval
r
• Storage of retrievals for later execution
m Ability to use user -- written subroutines to qualify data
o Ability to pass information for output formatting
o Ability to change operands at execution time
s Ability to change sort field designations to execution time.
Detailed user instructions are contained in "NIPS Users Manual - Retrieval
and Sort Processor."
6.3.6 Output Processin
In support of the report generation and magnetic tape generation requirements,
the output processing capability of NIPS will be utilized. This function provides
the capability for formatting complex and lengthy reports and provides the capa-
bility to generate graphic output formats. It initializes basic communication
files and prepares the output data file(s) which are to be processed. The inquiry
be 4 ng processed is examined and any logical conditioning requested to be performed
or, the o!isput is done. Output page formatting statements are processed and made
ready for compilation and link editing. The final phase of this :nodule is the
execution of the assembled and linked code against the output data file.
Formal, Report Generation -- Hard Copy
The NIPS :.ystem provides the user with a report generator which car.
be driven by a master data file or by the result of a retrieval process.
A flexible, free form user language is provided. A generative code
technique produces a report Instruction Table (RIT). This module in-
cludes an automatic library capability for speed and convenience in
producing non-terminal output. Output may be in the form of print, cards,
disk or on magnetic tape. An example of the structuring of a RIT and
the result"nt output are shown in figure 6.3-8.
Detailed user instructions are contained in "NIPS Users Manual - Output
Processor."
6.3.7 Plot Capability
A capability to plot instrur.entaticn data has been added to the NIPS Data Base
System. Data will be presented on a Tektronix 4015 display and hGrdcopy provided


















CREATE n1T10=RErA znr STppe=ncwn
.__.	 _ 	 _	 _ _  
 000xS_
p Ius soLsrA^	 ' *onps
FORMAT PRINT LImFo 8
	
_	 _ _  	 _
 00`
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Figure 6.3-8. /3haer I of 9)
.—w^a	
-	 d	 uMO^3^a^,.^^^mm^ 3`c.dl*ax^f9k	 ^+i	 art ^^r1**^
Rr NiPS 360	 FFS 'OUTPUY - 1>RflCES5QR	 k*----
***++* REPORT SPECIFICATION CARDS #++x*** .w*	 PAGE	 002	 *#+
HEAD4R5 12.5	 0 4.21 sG24S
H[AUCR6 40
	 *FFUNTSVILLE . AL.	 351312 1 00255
NE ADEP6 d?	 0 3.	 TRACKING PYRANOMETFR' 00,26S
HF?ADFF+6 108 * 1 3w;" L' 00275
1tLA0FR6 125	 *i.12 1 ^042A5
HrAOER7 41	 'STATION LATITUOL: 	 34.716 DEGREES NORTH* C4295
H l. A0tr^7 '^ y	 + 4.	 NON
.
 TRACKING PYF)ANnMFTEP* 003x5
HF-ADFi77 1 1),'	 4 1	 +i4 302* ! f 31S
F of. A;')T:R7 l?S	 *4.`+7* _	 - Q.j32S
HI-.AUEkli 4 7	 ' STATION LF)NGITV I ) F:	 86.604 DEGREES WEST' 00 3i
w HE, A-)ER O 34	 * HF IGHT ABOVE SEA LEVEL: 221 METERS'
	 7 '	 04345
i r• nCF	 1 - LQ355
H	 AW :l'	 1,1 23	 * tNrf $ + 	 PEQIL11)' +' ^3b5
NF:.ALtFFtlb "id	 n Ut r"-CT	 RAD' 00375
HLAf ETW) x53	 1 TOTAL	 RADIAI 11:.14-TRACx t f1r3f3S
FFi- AGGGIC 87	 'LFFFCIFIICI':S
	 -	
T+tACK* 0039S
HtAFJFf2 10 113	 ' TIJTAL	 RAVjjtl 1-]N	 tJ0'4TRK* - t5Q4CS
HEAOERIa I21	 *FF- F• C5 4 0041S
W. AGFP1 112
	
' N(JNTWK r 0(+ 42S
O NIADCPII 7	 'DATE' 0043S
HI A0C-QII 2?	 *STAPT	 !STOP' 01}445 _
^n HFADFQ11 u6	 1 1VAL	 US-CON	 t15-SAP + F.C455
l lk A llHE' 'CONC Fa'72 U046S
F-i
t uC(J
Figure 6.38. Meat 2 of 91
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__ ._ .___.; k lv IP s`s6o FFS aOrpur pRlicESSOSt _.* . ^.._.__ -_-____ -- _. . ___.	 :^AT1=r '^sf^-
iiW M :M REPO RT	 SPECIFIC,- T1gN CARDS PAGE	 003	 *^*





HLADERII 89 •ARRAY • 00485
HEAriCRII as 'AVAL • 110495
liftAOERII 105 'U5-AUR • 00505
HrADERI1
.
1 , 14 ,•US-SAR+__.,...  	 _._.^.
 ^ 	 -_.	 0I1535-----
IILADEA 11 171 AI3SOR OOS2S '
HeADERII 1 31 • ARRAY • R093S
'	 MFAUkR12 16 V I1R :MN & 0R54S
H5ADERL2 23 4 HR: MN•
HLAMtR12 ',l2 • CAL/SCM • 00565
MLADERI2 40 'CAL/SCM • 00575
HGADCR12 49 • CAL/SCRs + 005RS
HE AVER 12 57 'CAL/SCM •,
HEADER12 6E • CAL/ !;CM • 0060S
iiF7APFT7L2 70 •%'	
- .._.	 _ _ _ _._._-	 .__^_-...----..	 _ .._	
----- -
	 -----
-.^..._.	 OC6IS	 -_.._	 _-




--	 —	 -°	 ---	 ----	 ---	 _-
910635
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a	 An information retrieval query is made using NIPS and the NIPS
terminal, processor (TP) through which selected parameters are
abstracted from the data base for subsequent recall.
s	 using the NIPS TP, a job is submitted from the terminal to the
host computer which, through the execution of a Data Rase Pro-
cessor, will:
e	 Access the retrieved parameters and reformat the data
o	 Allow the selection of plot identifiers
0	 Pass the plot information to a display interface module.
..which will generate the plot. on. a display term:Lnal.
Although remote job entry has been mentioned throughout the section concerning
plot capability batch processing can be used if needed or desired.













7.0 COMPUTER OPERATIONS GUIDELINES
The daily processing of instrumentation data from remote sites involves con.-
puter operations on both the System/7 computer (data collection) and S/370-145 com-
puter (data processing/data base update/user support). In addition, non-scheduled
processing requests must be supported on a continuing basis throughout the con-
tractual period. Because the majority of daily processing is performed during
second and third shift-, this section is oriented primarily toward the daily oper-
ations required in collection and processing of instrumentation data. Other pro-
cessing requirements will be handled in a normal terminal or batch processing
environment with no unique operator requirements.
7.1 SYSTER/7 DATA COLLECTION OPERATIONS
At approximately 2000 each night, the data collection process must Le initiated
by the operator. Data col.laction will process automatically thereafter unless error
conditions occur which terminate data collection. The following paragraphs describe
operator actions required in support of System/7 data collection.
7.1.1 Initiation of Site Collection
To initiate the Data Collection from Remote Sites, the following procedures
must be followed:
(1) Mount Disk 'SIMS SYS70P' onto mountable disk unit of System/7
(2) IPL System/7 from mountable disk
(3) Upon System Printing 'OPl", enter 'SDC'
(4) Automatic Data Collection will begin. "Communication Log Report"
will be printed during collection
(5) Report of error conditions will be printed during collection. For
errors causing termination of collection, System/7 programmer must
be notified
(6) Upon completion of Site Data Collection, MESSAGE 'SITE DATA COLLECT
CONPLETE' will be printed.
(7) Upon completion of data collection, transfer of data to S/37Q-145 must
be performed. See Paragraph 7.2 for operation instructions.
(8) 'Communication Lo; Report , must be delivered to computer center for
inclusion with other data pressing reports
(9) Dismount disk from mountable disk unit and store.
ORIGINAL PAIGE IS
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7.1.2 Monitor of Data Collection
The "Communication Log Report," which is printed on the Teletype Printer,
contains a sequential history of communication activity. Error conditions will be
logged for communications analysis.
The operator should review this log periodically, arid, if an error message
occurs, he should notify the System/7 Programmer/Analyst for troubleshooting.
If data collection completes in a normal manner, a message indicating
successful completion will be printed.
7.2 TRANSFER OF DATA x0 S/370-145
To transmit data to the S/370-145 fox • processing and data base update,
the following operational procedures must be followed:
(1) Insure that the Host Computer operator has invoked the System
Program 'SBCUPROG'
(2) IPL from the fixed disk of the System/7
(3) After System/7 Prints '>', enter '$L!'
(4) After System/7 prints I MI (NAME,1ODA): 1 , enter 'HFS'
(5) After System/7 prints 'SBCUPROG STARTED ON HOSTV , enter 'Y'
(b) Upon completion of data transfer, System/7 will prang
'HFS ENDED 'DATE/TU E'
(7) Notify Host operator that transfer is complete.
7.3 REPORT COLLECTION
Upon successful completion of data transfer, the "Communication: Log. Report,"
Data Transfer Message, and other Teletype Messages Must be removed from the Tele-
type Printer and returned to the Facility Computer Room for distribution. The data
should be placed into the output distribution bin for the System/7 Programmer/
Analyst's review the next day.
7.4 SYSTEM/7 RECONFIGURATION
Since the System/7 compute,, is shared by other users, the operator must re-
configure the system to a known state. To perform this reconfiguration, the
operator must:
Cl) Dismount 'SIMSSYS70P' disk from mountable disk unit of Systam/7
(2) Remote anal store teletype output
(3) Store disk into storage cabinet.
.'11 '
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7.3 S/370-145 DATA TRANSFER FROM SYSTEM/7
(1) Upon notification by System/7 operator, invoke system program
'SBCUPROG'
(2) Upon notification by System/7 operator, terminate 'SBCUPROG'
if error conditions occur to inhibit successful date: transfer, the operator
must notify the Computer Operations Manager for assistance in troubleshooting the
problem.
7.6 INITIATION OF INPUT PROCESSING ACTIVITY
Upon completion of data transfer, the S/370 operator will begin the input
processing phase by initiating production Job "PSUISIPS" via the console terminal.
During execution of input processing, the operator will . be .requested via the
console to Mount tapes and will be notified of error conditions which cause
termination of processing. Error messages, in addition to system error messages,
are:
"SINS RAW DATA PROCESSING FAILED.CALL INPUT PROCESSING ?ROG /A' T LYST"
"SKIS MERGE & SUMMARY FAILED.CALL INPUT PROCESSING PROG/A'+TALYST"
Successful completion of the Input Processing activity will provide the
following messages to the operator via the console:
"SIMS RAW DATA PROCESSING COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY"
"SINS MERGE AND SMDtARY COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY"
"SIMS NIGHTLY IPS SAVES COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY"
7.7 DATA BASE MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY
Upou successful complet i on, the Data Base Maintenance Activity will be
initiated automatically by the 9/370 operator. If errors occur which cause
termination of Data Base Maintenance Activity, the fo lloidng message will be
printed on the Console:
"Data Base Maintenance Terminated, Cali Data Base Programmer]
Analyst"
In the event oC failure, the operator :gust dismount S LMS magnetic tapes prior
`	 to initiation of other jobs to be processed.
Successful completion of the Data Base Maintenanca Activity will provide the
following message to the operator;







7. 8 USER SUPPORT ACTIVITY
User Support Activity will be invoked by the S/970 operator and will
provide daily reports for analysis purposes and magnetic tapes for delivery to
DISM Tape mount messages will be provided via the console.
Unsuccessful completion will be noted through the following console message:
"User Support Terminated Unsuccessfully. Call Data Base Frog-
grammar/Analyst"
Successful completion will be noted by the following console message:
"User Support Successfully Completed"
7.9 REPORT/MAGNETIC TAPE DISTRIBUTION
Upon completion of User Support Activities, reports and magnetic tapes
created, should be placed in output bins for pickup and distribution.
7.10 TAPE LIBRARIAN
All input and output magnetic tapes used and created during processing must
be placed in the Tape Library for cataloging.
7.11 HISTORY PROCESSING
The IPS History program will be run once a month concurrent with S/7
data collection operations. The history job must be completed prior to
initiation of input processing activity (job PSMSTPS) .
To run S DIS History the operator shall initiate job "PSIMSHST".
During History execution, the operator will be requested via the console
to mount tapes and will be notified of error conditions which cause termination
of processing. The error message, in addition to system error messages, is:
"SI^Ii S HISTORY PROGRAM%? FAILED CALL 0PUT PROCESSING PROG/A ALYST"
Successful completion of SMS History processing will provide the fol-
lowing messages to the operator via the console:
"STNS HISTORY PROGRAM COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY"
"SIM.S HISTORY SAVES COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY"
8.0 PERFMANCE ANALYST GUIDELINES
The performance Analyst is a primary user of the CDPS in that he is dependent
on the CDPS to provide him the data needed to analyze the performance of solar
heating and cooling systems. The ?erformance Analyst supports the following
functions within the CDPS:
(I) Provides Site Description/Site Directory information
(2) Maintains Site Description notebook
(3) Examines reports generated during processing of raw input data
(4) Performance evaluation
The following paragraphs address the role of the Performance Analyst as a user
of the CDPS.
8.1 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following CDPS documents are required in order to utilize the CDPS:
(1) CDPS Software Performance specification Document
(2) CDPS Software Design Document
8.2 SITE DESCRIP;. ION/ SITE DIRECTORY Ii;FOR ATION
The Performance :analyst must provide the CDPS with remote site information
under the following circumstances:
(1) Initiall-;
(2) Changing of sensor calibration coefficients
(3) Deleting a site
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8.2.1 Site Initiation
In order for the CDPS to automatically collect data, process data, and maintain
a data base entry, the Performance Analyst must ensure that the CDPS is initialized
for the site. This initialization is provided through the completion of the site
data information form (figure 8-1). The form consists of three separate sheets and
should be completed as described in the form. The Performance Analyst must also
specify performance evaluation equations. The completed form and the equations
should be taken to the request coordinator who will ensure that the CDPS is pro-
perly initialized prior to site activation.
8.2.2 Remote Site Description Changes
The following procedures define the actions to be taken by the Performance
Analyst to:
(1) Change the general site information
(2) Update measurement definitions (calibration)
All forms must be given to request coordinator for implementation.
General Site Information
Page 1 of the site data information form contains site general information.
To correct or update this information, page 1 must be recorded and given to the
request coordinator for implementation.
Measurement Definition Update
Measurement definition is contained in page 2 and page 3 of the Site Data
Information Form. To add/change/delete information previously entered into the
system, the lines on the form corresponding to the measurements requiring change
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PAGE 1 = GENERAL INFORMATION
DATE:
NEW, CHANGE, OR DELETE (CIRCLE)
SIGNATURE:
SITE DATA INFORMATION
TO CHANGE ANY INFORMATION ON THIS PAGE, COMPLETE ALL ITEMS
EXCEPT CARD CODE. TO DELETE A SITE, FILL IN SITE ID AND DATE,
CIRCLE 'DELETE' AND COMPLETE SIGNATURE.
SITE ID (EXAMPLE 00043)
A — CARD CODES (RESERVED FOR FILE MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN USE)
6 7
SYSTEM TYPE ('HC' = HEATING & COOLING, 'H)5 = HEATING, OR 'HW' = HOT WATER)
F.	 9	 -
_ _	 PRINT LEVEL ('12' m
 MOST DETAILED LEVEL INCLUDES PRINT OF DETAIL RECORDS,
10 . 1i	 '08' NORMAL LEVEL.'04' = LESS	 LTHAN NORMAL,.
'00' T NO PRIM "ING)
SCAN LEVEL (NO. OF BYTES OF DATA IN ONE SCAN. DO NOT INCLUDE TIME BYTES).
12 13
TIME ZONE ('E'= EASTERN, 'C' = CENTRAL,'M' = MOUNTAIN', 'P' = PACIFIC)
14
COLLEC-TOR AREA (SQUARE FEET, RIGHT JUSTIFY)
C)
	 15	 19
MJ Figure 8- t Site Data Information Forms (Page 1 of 3)
Pation. Forms (Page 2 of 3)
S I T E DATA  I N F 0 R M P
SIT
	
CARD CODE  13 IF NEW COMPLETE ALL INFO ABOUT AL- ..&ASUREMENTS AND
LINE THROUGH NONmEXISTENT MEASUREMENTS,
IF CHANGE COMPLETE ALL INFO ABOUT A NEW OR CHAN
	
-GEDWEASUREMENT
LINE THROUGH 10 DELETE A MEASUREMENT.
PG 2 PAR  I OF MEASUREMENI T
DATE:





NAME	 NAME	 BYTE	 Y
DESCRIPTIVE	 CODED I = Ist SCAN	 OR	 OF
BYTE	




. BE L x LINEAR.	 UNITS OF
MEASUREMENT	 MEAS	 SCAN
	 IN	 0 = QUADRATIC, T = THIRD.ORDER UNIT
	 COMPUTED VALUE
TIME	
COMPLETE CONVERTED VALUE CV	 VALUE	 VALUE VALUESTATE.
0 = DISCRETE. IF I IS
	 SIT	 *TO
I OR 2	 P VALUE SEE FORMULAS 13ELOW TO	 CONVERTED








	 UUO.i	 0 FROM N
COLLECTOR CIRC PUMP POWER	 Eplal KW




HTG ELEG AUX POWER
	
EP400	 KIA
I-ITG LOOP CInC PUMP POWER	 EP401	 KW
SLUG FAN POWER	 EP402	 Kw
IIEAT PUMP COMPRESS POWER	 E134103	 KW
ASSORP CHILLER OPEN, POWER	 EP501	 KW
HW AUX FUEL FLOW	 F300	 FT3/MIN
14TG AUX FUEL FLOW	 r4Q0	 FTWMIN
CODLING AUX FUEL FLOW	 F500	 FT31MIN
TOTAL RADIATION KGTLl/IiR
DIFFUSE FlAniATjou 	 1002 KGTL;!HR
OUTDOOR DO TrMPERATURE
	 7001	 cl p






STor4AG EMEDIA AVG TEMP	 7200	 or
STORAGE AMBIENT TEMP	 T201	 or-
MAKEUP WATER TEMP	 T300	 OF
I-IX INLETTEMP	 T301	 OF
LOAD RETURN TEMP	 T400	 Of
LOAD HX INLET TEMP 	 TSOG	 OF
COOLING TOWE13 INLET TEMP	 T501	 of
: BLDG FJETURN AIR DR TEMP	 T600
BLDG FIRTURN AIR : WB TEMP	 T601	 OF

















CONVERSION INFORMATION TESTING INFORMATION
^.
p
TYPE MAY BE L = LINEAR,
O ^ OUADfIATiC, T = THIFiQ ORDER
OR D x DISCRETE. IF I IS RAW BIT
VALUE S# E FORMULAS BELOW TO


















READINGSA B C D
COLLECTOR: TEMP Doll'





STORAGE TEMP UlFr (FIWS) T.030E1 of
fIX TEMP DIFr T0301 OF
LOAD HX TEMP DIFF TD302 OF
STORAGE TEMP DIFF (1-ITS) TD400 (IF
AUXILIARY TEMP RIFF T D40I OF
LOAD 1-IX TEMP DIFF (HTS) TD402 OF
LOAF) IIX TEMP DIFF (SCS)











COLLFGIOft FLOW RATE W1t}0 GAL/MIN
CIRCULATION FLOW nAfE PWVS1 GAL/MIN
LOAD FLOW RATE W30I GAUMIN
rlliCULATION FLOW RATE (IiTWS w1loo GAI_/MIN
LUAU IIX FLOW RATE W50F1 GAL/MIN
CO OLING TOWER FLOW RATE W501 GALIM IN
13L OC2 AIR FLOW RATE W6 00 FT3/MIN













^	 SITE DATA INFORM '1N PG 3 PART 2 OF MEASUREMEN Y IST
S	 S CARD CODE B iF Nr-WCOMPLETE ALL INFO ABOUT .. OEASUIIEMENTS AND DATE.
LINE THROUGH NON EXISTENT h7EASUIttMENTS.
	 NEW OR CHANGE (CIRCLE)
IF CIIANGE COMPLETE ALL INFO ABOUT A NEW OR CHANGED MEASURCMENT 	
REV SIGLINE THROUGH TO IIELETE A MEASURFh9ENf.
T ePE	 TYPE
KEYPUNCH SITE 11)1	 L: CV -A+RI	 1,,IFA<1<8
CARD CODE OR ALL CARDS	 U. CV = A 4 BI + Cl 2
	C: CV -0 OTHERWISE
T, CV--A+Bl+C121013
8412.3 	 Site Wetf an .
To delete a remote site from the CDPS processing activity, page 1 of the
Site Data Information Form. must be completed as described below: -
Field	 Current





Site ID;,	 4	 Identification of site to be deleted
-Responsible Signature:	 Signature of authorized person to add/
delete sites
8.3	 MAINTAIN SITE DESCRIPTION NOTEBOOK
The Ferfo.rmance.Analyst must maintain a remote site notebook which contains
a history of all transactions made to the CDPS relative to the site.	 The history ^
will be provided through listings provided as a result of each remote site
description file transaction.	 These listings provide:
`.
(1)	 A listing of the composite results of all Site Data Description
Transactions made to date along with possible error messages
Csee figure 8-2) .. Table 6.2--4 contains explanations of error
messages
C2)	 A Site Data Description Report which indicates the present
contents of the CDPS file .(see. figure 8-3)
Through maintenance:; of previous contents reports and transactions listing,
traceability can be maintained from initiation to termination of a site.
8.4	 RAW DATA PROCESSING ANALYSIS
The Performance Analyst can control the level of detail of print during
raw input processing.	 This control is achieved through completion ofthe.
"Print revel" field on the Site Data Information Form (figure 8-l) . 	 The
results to be expected from each selected print level are shown in table 8-1.
.ice	 .. I• "'.^it'	 c-	 4	
:a,	 `
...Q	 i	 ^.	 "`.y _ •'^
!i
c	 r c
SCAS CATA IAFCFNATIGN FILE UTILITY PROGRAM PAGE	 S
LTILI7Y RLN FOR PURPCSE CF **ADDING A SCAS
SLAG	 10	 C71 DATE :	 12/16/77
4a*** CARD IMAGES AND ERROR MESSAGES »rx*A TIME :	 13E8
0718C:F74 C1472L30 11270772E-•C? C• 00 30 +208200 +17S * 00 *T246
071SCH75. C1442L-2C 41368523E-07 C. 00 -20 +IEE•CC *176.0C ¢7247
071ECF,72 01432L-20 +1_EEE23E-C7 C. 04 -20 +156.00 4176.00 *7600
07;BCH7E CI512L-20 +136p_23E-07 C n 02 -2C +156.00 +176.0C *76CI




1-78 01552L-20 fiIs68S23F.-C7 C. C• -20 +156r00 +176s00 +«7603
f
-^ 071ECI-79 01E72L-2C +I36EEaaC--C7 co 0• -ac +156:00 +176r00 *TE04
c"
071ECF23 CC652LC +0977°_16E-07 0. C. 0 +130400 +130.00 *V001
C71SC1-C7 CC1221C• 41?7CE4Ie-C7 +0004189E-07 i000AC08E-C7 C +18079C +IEC7•C *WICC
b"
FF
071£Ch08 001!27C• +1_7FE41E-C7 +CC04189E-C7 100CC00EE-07 0 +1807.0 +1807.0 *W101
x ..
TGTAL r:-=CFRCS PFCCEEEECI =. EC
Eh0 CF SCAS ITFCFNATICK . FILE'UFCATE FCA SEAS AC71
ro^





^	 2,:y$r^, 7 ^•^	 T.	
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Rev-7t1tE 77! 12126 13.58
SITE_NAME HLLLCO CCNETRUCTICh CE.
ANAL?' _ T_NAME .' UhkA'CkA
E-N
	 14N EE A
CCCEC REASUREMENTS FEPORT
' EASUREMENT SCAN LEN NIPS CCNV CCINV	 x1 CChV x2. CCAY Na CCf.V *4 MINIMUM MAXINUIA MAXIMLM MUST
PCs FCS ' TYPE VALUE: VALUE C}4ANGE CHNG? ..
01.01	 cALIB 1 2: 1 L. C.Ccccco 1.0000p0 O.CCCCCOC COCCCOOE+00 O.CCCCC iC24.CCO00 1023.000000 YES`
CH17	 COOK 2'3 2 17 1:,.. CGCCCCCC C@351936 0.0000000 0.00000E+00 0.00000 468,.00000 460.000000 YES
CH04	 EFICC 7 2 4 L 0.000000 0.00057E 0.00.00000 COCOOOOE+00 O.00C00 0.65000 0.6w00p0 YES
^i .
' --^	 C1.05	 EPI01 S 2 _ L. C.C.000CC C.CCC576 000000000 0.000OOE+00 0000000 006EOOO 0.650000 YES
' C1+19
	 EF4GO 37 2 19,- L.. 0.00aGC0 C.CO3906 0. CC70000 . 0a00000E+00 0600000 2.60000. 2.599989 YES




EF402 2K K lE L COCCCCCC. 0.403906 0.000000C 0 n 00000E400 0.00000 2.60000 24,599599 YES
C1-34-	 EF4C3 67 2 34 L C.CCGQCO O.003906 C.CC000CC COCOCOOE+00 Q.CCCOC 2.60000 2.,599 9S YE5
CE02
	
Ip01 3 2 2 L C . CCCCCO 2. 546553 0600000.70 0 .00000E+00 0000000 47007f00C 470.75000() YES,
1CHC4	 FH6CG 17 2 5 L QOGCOCCO O.C67752 CaOOOCOOC Q. 00000E+00. 0000000 130000000 .1304000000_ YES
►' ChLO Rieci IS 2 1C L C.LCCCC +J 0.09775.2 C.C00000C 0.00000E+00 OaCCOQC 1.30.00000 1300000000 YES
t '01+16,.	 SPOOL w:1 2 IC L COCCCCCC I&C00000 0.000000C 0.00000E+00 0.00000 1024.00000 1023.000000 YES.
CH2e
	
;FCC2 45 2 21Z L C.000OCO i.00C C 00 COCC.CCCOC 0000000E+CO O•CCCCC 1C24. 00 000 71023x000000 YES'
ICI-26
	
SP003 .l 2 2E L CaCCCCCC IOCCCC00 010000000 0000000E+00 0300000 1024.00000 IC23.000000 YES
CH2,T
	 SFCC4 53 2 27 L C.CCCCCO 16000000 OaCOCC000 G.00000E+00 0.00000 1024.00000 1023.000000 YES
51.35
	
SFCCS 69 2 __ L C.0000C3 1100000.0 000000000 0&C.9C00E+00 O.CCCCO 1024.00000 1023.000000 YESr
C1-36
	 SF006 71 2 _E L C*CCCCCO I.000OOC C.000000C 0,00000E+00 0 n00000 1024.00000 1.026.000000 YES
CH43	 SPCC7 E_ 2 43 L 0 0 00700! I .C0000C COCQC000C 00000OOE + 00 C&CCCCC iC24.00000 1023. 000000 YES
CI-44	 SPCCE E7 2 44 L C.CCCCCC 1.CCOG00 O.00QOOOO 0.00000E+00 0000000 1024.00000 1023.000000 YEAS.	 .
CFi+15
	
{FCC9 89 2 45 L. 03000000 1.000000 C.COCC000 0.00000E+00 0.00000 1024 &00000 1023 . 000040 YES
Gh49	 EPC10 97 2 49 L C.CCOCC13 10,000000 0000CCOCC C.00000E+00 0&00000 1024.00000 10230000000 YES
CH03.	 7001 r 2 3 L -20.CCCCCG 0..13EE-52 0.0000000 O-GOOOOE400 -20400000 156.00000: 276.000000 YES	 .
CHC6
	
1100 1.1 2 E L 30.000000 0.327[77 C.0000000 0.00000E+00 30.00000 208.00000 171!4000000 YE:S'
CL-11'
	
T101 21 2. 11 L 3C.CCCCCC C.127C77 0.0000000 0.00000E+00 30.00000 2f26000000 178.000000 YES












Selected Description of Results
Q No site summary report.
	 No detail record prints.
No messages unless major errors occur.
4 Site summary report is printed.	 No messages about
" individual variable errors (BCH, out of limits, or
changing too fast.)	 No detail record prints.
8 Site summary report with all detailed error messages
printed.	 No detail record reports.
12 Site summary report with all detailed error messages




VThe normal output of the CDPS raw data input processing will be the Site
Raw Data Processing Report (figure 8-4). Error messages and possible causes/cor-
rective actions are shown in table 8-2.
To obtain a listing of all detailed records processed by the CDPS, print level
12 should be selected. The resulting report will have the format shown in figure
8-5.
8.5 SITE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In support of Site Performance Evaluation, the CAPS provides the Performance
Analyst with daily evaluation reports as shown in figure 8-6. If, upon analysis,
the Analyst desires further detailed information, the information retrieval
capability of the Data Base System can be utilized to provide either hardcopy
reports or plots (examples in figure 8-7). The request coordinator will provide
the interface through which the Analyst can request additional information from
the CDPS.
8.6 SITE DESCRIPTION FILE GENERATION. AINTENANCE
The Data Base File containing the non-instrumented data pertinent to each of
the sixty remote sites is required to provide data for report generation. The
performance analyst will complete the Remote Site Description Data Input form
(figure 8-8) using instructions as detailed in table 8.3. The completed forms
will be keypunched as detailed in table 8.4, and the resultant cards will be
input to a batch computer job which will perform the necessary file maintenance
activity using the NIPS File Maintenance (FM) capability. This file maintenance
will be performed on an as required basis as site information is added/deleted/
changed.
8.7 SUBSYSTEM EVALUATION FILE GECIERATION/MINTENANCE
The Subsystem Evaluation, File is a manually maintained file containing characteris-
tics of the subsystems being evaluated. The performance analyst will complete the
'Subsystem Evaluation Input Sheet' (figure 8-9) per instructions detailed in table
8.5. The completed forms will be keypunched per the keypunch instructions of
table 8.6. The generated cards will be input to a NIPS/360 File Maintenance (FM)
process on an as required basis (TBD).
8.8 SYSTEM INTEGRATION DATA FILE GENEPU%T ION /KAI'NTEN-UNCE
TBD




-	 -	 -	 - ^r+..r	 .ra.rs w.re.^r-rrr^r.^iir.arrw++.^t.:riM
	
^	 u- . ^i_` 	 - -
INPUT PROCESSING SYSTENe CONVERSION OF RAW INPUT TO DETAIL RECORDS BEGUN FOR SOAS 041
	 RUN TIME 77111/15 23.40
	
SOAS CLOCK SASE'EIRE	 77/09/27 17.58.25
	





DATA RECORDS 66 	 ARAW DATA-BYTES 13400
	 NBCH_ERRORS	 0
STREAM PROCESSING COMPLETED WITH ERROR CODE O
SCANSEP
	
DATA BLOCKS TOT.	 18	 OUTPUT:	 I8	 REJECTED:	 0
	
SCANS	 TOT:	 198	 OUTPUT:	 198	 REJECTED:	 0
SCANSEP PRaC^a^SIN$ COMPLk7EGT WI3H IERROR GpOEACOIlAL: 130.00CNVTES r
i	 TIME OF PREV LAST	 SCAN 77/11/14 07.28.30
TIME OF FIRST SCAN	 77/11/14 07.38.?S
	
r	 VARIABLE	 CHOI HAS CONSTANTVALUE	 00000
	
VARIABLE	 CH05 HAS CONSTANT VALUE	 0.000
	
VARIABLE	 CH06 HAS CONSTANT VALUE	 0.000
	






ANALYSIS BY VARIABLES}	 VARNANE VtXJT OF	 LIMITS NSCH ERRORS SCHNG,TOO FAST #REJECTED MIN_VALUE M!N VALUE_TIME
	 MAX-VALUE MAX VALUE_TIME
's	 CH01	 a	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 	 07.38.25	 0.000 77/32/14 07.38.25
	
CH03	 0	 O	 0	 O	 0.000 77/11/14 09.35.45	 O.C96 77/lI/14 31.O1.OS
	
CH05	 0	 0	 0	 O	 0.000 77!11/14 07.38.25 	 0.090 77/11/I4 07.38.25
	
CH07	 0	 0	 O	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25 	 288.E47 77111114 13.09405
	
CH04	 0	 0	 0	 O	 0.070 77/11/14 07.38.25	 2.000 77/11/14 OE.42.25
	
CH11	 O	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25
	 2.000 77/11/14 11.01.05
	
CH13	 0	 0	 0	 Q	 0.000 77/11/t4 07.38.25	 2.000 77!21/14 07.43.45
	
CHIS	 O	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/t4 07.38.25
	 2.000 77/11/14 09.57.05
	
CHI?	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25
	 2.000 77!11/14 10.07.45
V	 CH19	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25 	 2.000 77/11/14 IE.421.25
	
CH2O	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/Il114 07.38.25
	 2.000 77/11/14 13.57.05
	
CH21	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25
	 2.00O 77/11/14 02+37.05
	
CH22	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25 	 2.000 77/11/14 11+17.05
	
CH23	 O	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.43.45
	 2.000 77/1€/14 12.37.05
	
CH24	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38025
	 2.000 77/1€/14 12.?1.05
	
CH25
	 O	 0	 O	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25	 2.00O 77/11/14 09.30.25
	
CH26	 0	 0	 O	 0	 O.OZO 77/LI/14 07.43.45	 2.000 77/11/14 08.53.05
	
CH27	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77!11/14 07.38.25
	 2.000 77/11/14 09.41405
Y	 CH28	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25	 2.000 77/11/14 08.37.OS
41'	 CH29	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77,/11/[4 07.38.25 	 2.00O 77/11/14 08.31.41
	
CH30	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25








0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77111/14 07.38.25	 2.00C 77/11/14 10.39.45
	
CH02	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.600 77/11/14 10.23.45	 23.705 77/I1114 13.19.45
	
CHID	 0	 O	 O	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 18.14.09	 34.857 77/11/14 08.37.05
	
CH04	 0	 0	 O	 0	 15.347 774f 11/14 34.23.45	 43.58@ 77/11/14 23.55.29
	
CH12	 0	 0	 0	 0	 68.543 77/11/I5 00.16.49 	 75.280 77/€1114 14.OS.05
	
CH14	 0	 0	 0	 O	 71.554 77/11/€5 00.59.29 	 125.181 77/11/14 16.10.25
	




CH18	 0	 0	 0	 0	 68.680 77/71/14 23.50.09
	 BS.513 77/II/14 20.15.45
	
CHO6	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25	 0.000 77/11/14 07.38.25
	
CMOs	 O	 0	 0	 0	 0.000 77/11/I4 07.38.25
	 2.35E 77/11/€g 00.22nO9CNVTEST PROCESSTNG COMPLETED WITH ERROR CODE 0
DATA FOR SOAS 041 PROCESSED WITH HIGHEST ERROR CODE 0
Figure 8-4. Sample Raw Data Processing Site Summary Report
T	
DETAIL RECORD PRINT FOR SOAS C13 SITE J22 SUBTYPE 1
YR/HO/OA HR,AN.SC CHO1 CH02 CH03 C1134 CH05 CH06 CH07CHIT CH12 CH1^ C:i14 CH15 CH16 CH17
CH21 CH22 CH23 CH74 CH2h CH26 CH27
CH31 CH32 CH33 c-A%4 CH35 CH36 CH37
CH41 CH42 CH43 CH44 CH45 CH46 CH47
77110/26 00.11.16
0.0430 44.043 0.000 25.2103 0.156 50.879 0.0000.000 9.375 0.3Q`o 113.311 18.367 4.053 0.000
_ - 0.000 1.367 0.001! 14.451 0.033 0.000 65.504
75.N30 77.607 0.03.1 'J....14 6.40-s 88.789 1.166
0.000 193.8e7 175.5C:z 14 1. 15x. 196.40b 198.7d9 88.271
77110/26 00.16.36
O.JJo 38.574 0^tlu^ 44.414 O.OJlj 53.711 0.000
0.033 9.131 O.OU-' 13.E:k 9.116 2.295 0.000G.000 2.1'C ft. Llc:) I.A. 362 0.003 0.030 66.914
_. 76.973 77.430 0.003 0.0Uu G. J30 88.594 1.6494.300 193.467 173.3011 14''.:,41 190.152 185.273 88.906
77/10/26 00.21.56 O.Ju. 36.96} t? (,.1),)11 53.936 0.000
0.00(1 9.Ott ? 0. 02 3 1.i. '0r. 9.5.34 0.5d6 0.009O.OJJ 1.904 t). uncr 1,..j43 0.1-39 0.781 66.094
-+ 77i1CJ 77.49C 0.01,.3 ,0. 0:	 1 ,1. )J.) 81;.038 1.166
W
0.003 154.GL3 171.60.2 14•1. 1134.1J2 181.513 88.652
77/1C/26 00.27.16
0. G"G ;6. 1 331 54.:104 0.0000.330 8.78 J.^JJ 1.,.. ms s . 3.942 0»000 0.000
0.000 1.553 J.Qr,: 5.121 .JAG 11.488 64.863
78.24? 77.637 (J.oti' 1..;1', 0.0)3 88.203 1.649O.UOJ 194.0:,3 169.45'. 14.,.74e 179..}1_3 178.242 89.160
77/10/26 00.32.36 0.003 35.449 1i.u7j 0.x.,,,30 54.:104 0.000
J.:1J0 8;.594 -5."j 1(.71. 3 .:4^ O.JJO 0.0006.6at) 2.24(: :l .J.,O =.. „5 ; U. )311 0.7411 64.043
77.861 77.607 0.07:1 .1. j j.. 6.t.Ja Gd.398 0.0000.00'0 193.1107 10-7.305 14!'.1 5+t 175.1)08 174.531 89.287
77110126 00.37.56 O.JUJ 33.7119 U.•i0,:j 6.:;1'11 :^3.9U6 0.000O.OJ') 8.3ej1 0.0':^j 17.07., 7.5-j1 0.000 0.000
:.. f) f, 2.441 U. ^.Uk, .»',• :,.0 j,i 0.488 64.45377.734 77.9p-3 U. DOC• » Ulu 6.0Jo 89.203 0.000
O.OJO 194.45: 165.547 1:,9.'361 172.1 41) 169.648 89.922
77/10/26 00.43.16
0.000 32.178 0.001. ca. ?l5 0.030 53.809 0.000
0.001 8.203 U.'J2.. 11.=.7h b.352 0.000 0.000
0.003 2.734 O.Jcf,l 3-349 O.OJO 0.293 65.68477.734 78.115 U.0J', J. 110; 0.31.1 83.203 0.000
J.093 194.453 163.398 14).15b 168../416 165.742 89.922
)
r
RUN TIME 77/10/27 31.00
PAGE	 3CHOS CH09 CHID
CH18 CH19 CH2D
CH28 CH29 CH30CH38 CH39 C:;40
CH48
























0.000 0.000 Z.7160.117 0.000 79081
195.039 0.000 194*Z
93.350






Figure 8-5.	 Samp 1 e: ;cu,.	 5	 _ g oeta i i ^.ecc11'i1	 i
Table 8. 2. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (Sheet I. of 6)
Message: NO SITE DATA DESCRIPTION RECORD FOR SITE
	 • DATA FOR THIS
SITE BYPASSED.
Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (Alain)
Explanation: Raw data with a site id for which there is no record in the
Site Data Description file. Either the raw data is wrong, or
the Site Data Information for the site must he added to the
Site Data Description file.
nessace: SITE	 IS A SITE WITH NO PREVIOUS DATA.
Error Level: None
	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (?fain)
Explanation: No record for the site was found in the continuity rile. This
:Weans that the current match of rat,: data contains the first
operational data collected from the site.
Message: LUST IN RAW FILE. SITE ID RECORD HAS WRONG FILL PROCESSING
ATOPPED.
Error Level: 16	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (stain)
Explanation: Raul data has wrong format or some data is missing. Consult
with S ystem/7 programmers for possible problem explanation.
(Site id record content is printed.)
Messa.:e : F LCULLAR VALUES IN TIME OF SITE Q. DATA PROCESSING FOR THE SITE
' 1., BE BYPASSED. PROCESSING FOR OTHER SITES WILL BE ATTEMPTED.
Error Level: 12
	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (`fain)
Explanation: Either System/7 put bad values in Site id record or this is
not a site id record. if record also has had fill data or
bad counters it is probab Ly not an id record. Consult with
System/7 prrgramwers for possible problem explanation. (Site
id record content is printed.)
`fessdgo: ' %W VALC (S) IN CAUNTEIS A I 1 77 TO KECORD. PROCESSING STOPPED.
Error Level: 16	 Subro-t	 t7PAW (Rain)
Expla:int'i.or.: Either System/7 put had value( s)
 in Site id record or this is
not an id record. If record also has bad fill data or bad
Lime values it is probably not an A record. Consult with
System /7 programmers for possible error explanation. (Site
id record content A printed.)
un^U-UNAL 1JAGN.13
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Table 8.2. Raw Data Processing Error messaxes (5hee0L or oV
Message: HIGHEST SEVERITY LEVEL
Error Level: Not applicable	 Subroutine: IPSRAW (Main)
Explanation: If 16, terminal error encountered. If 12, processing.failed
f6r one or more sites. If 10, one or more data blocks
rejected. If 8, one or more scans rejected. If 4, one or
more individual variable readings rejected. If 0, no data
rejected.
Message: UNEXPECTED END OF FILE OF RAI: DATA [WHILE SEPARATING RAW DATA OF
TTE	 INTO DATA AND FLAG STREAMS.
Error Level: 16
	 Subroutine: STREAM
E;np anation: Site id record must have a bad value in its counters or some
racy data has been lost. Consult with System/7 programmers
for possibLe error explanation.







	 End-of-site indication not found in the data records for the
site. Tf SCH error count for the site was not zero then
probably a noise problem made an End--of-block or End-of-site
unrecognizable.
Messan: _ bokNSEP. END OF FILE READIK FLAGFIL. PROCESSING STOPPED FOR
,ZTL£
Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
£xpl.ana; :on: Norvall:• accompanies an 'IEND OF FILE. READING DATAFIL' message
and is part of the same problem.
Message: SCANSEP, A CO'DUL `iD FRAME HAS ILLEGAL CODE AND NO BCH ERROR. PRO
ESSING STOPPED FOR SITE ID
Error Level.: 12	 Subrout	 SCANSEP
Explanation: Either raw data has wrong format or the scan separation
routine has gotten lest processing Noisy data. Look at site
SCH error count and consult with System/7 programmer for
problem explanation.
120
Table 8.2. Raw Data Processing'Error Messages (Sheet 3 of 6)
Message: SCANSEP: A SCAN WITH TIME
	 HAS BEEN DROPPED SINCE TIME
	 J
< = TIME OF LAST SCAN. SITE ID
Error Level: 8	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Error could be , caused by rerunning same rasa data and not re-
storing to previous version of continuity file. Otherwise,
time mayy' be wrong or time of previous scan may be wrong.
Message: SGANSEP.: A SCAN €dITH TDIE
	 HAS BEEN DROPPED SINCE TIME
= RUN TIME SITE ID =
Error Level: 8	 Subroutine: SCAANSEP
Explanation: Could be causeu 'by a clock reset at the site. Also could be
connected to a time overrun at the site.
Nessa,	 S, %XSEP: BCH ERROR IN CO N AND FRAME WITH END-OF-SITE C011DUAD
o ll SITE ID
Error Level: 10	 Subroutine: SCA:iSEP
ExpLauatio
	 Noisy data. Command is treated as End-of-site. If command
should have been Block-Start then one or more data blocks were
lost. Compare SCANSEP actual and expected raw data b y te counts.
Ness,	 ; C.'N\ EP: BCIi ERROR IN C0 1,DIANI) FRAME WITH BLOCK START COY!-LU-JD CODE.
' •CIS OF bATA SKIPPED-FOR SITE ID
.Error Level: 10	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Noisy data. Command with BCH error treated as Block Start.
Normally means a block as' data is rejected. IE shouid have
been End-of-site then will probably end up rejecting all data
for the site.
iiessage: SC.I:.SEP: COMUMAND WITH Bt'.l-! ERROR AND ILLEGAL, CODE ASSUMED TO BE
3LOCK START. BLOCS: WILL BE SKIPPED FOR SITE
Error Levi!- 10
	 5uhr.,.,t i , e	 SCE?71.3EP i
IEx p lanation: Similar to 3CH error i:^
	 .....i. ! came with Block t F • t core•+.Ind
code.
121	
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Table 8.2. Raw Data Processing Error Messages (Sheet 4 of 6)
I
Message: SCANSEP: CONMAND WITH ITCH ERROR AND ILLEGAL CODE ASSUMED TO'BE
END OF SITE. SITE ID =
Error Level: 10	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Similar to BCH error in command with End-of-site command code.
:fessage: SCANSEP: BCH EPRnR IN END OF BLOCK OR START OF SCAN. DECODED AS
END OF BLOCK. SITE ID =..
Error Level:	 8	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation- Trying to correctly process noisy data. Six or more characters
of 'FF' imply End-of-block. It wrong probably will get lost in
the scan separation process.
Message: 5i'A SEP:	 ;i,?? L• P.ROR EV END O F BLOCK OR START OF SCAid DECODED AS
S;"4RT OF SCAN AND SCAN DROPPED. SITE ID =
'error Levu:	 8	 Subroutine: SCANSEP
Explanation: Trying to process noisy data. If data does not contain at
?east 6 bvtes of 'FF' as in End-of-Block it is treated as
Start-of-Scan. The scan is dropped because of uncertain
time.
ilessa •._: r :A'TEST: . B:ID SCAN POINTER FOR SITE ^. PROCESSING FOR
'I iE STOP. FD.
Error Levei: i?	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Bad in.Lo rmation in the Site Data Description file. Change
values on the Site Data information form and/or change tiie
Site Data Description Ucil.ity.
Message: CN TEST • BAD NIPS POINTER FOR SITE	 PROCESSING FOR
SITE STOPPED.
Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: CNV EST
Explanation: Bad information in the S ;	 "- -i Description file. Change
values on the Site Date .	 ? r. ti zn form and/or t' , a;:,,e thr
Site Data Description Utility.
RMessage: IN CNVTEST HAVE SITE ID MISMATCH.
SITE-DATA-INFO. SITE-ID
	 SCAT SITE-ID =
NIPS-INPUT. SITE-ID
	 PROCESSING TERMINATED.
Error Level: 16	 Subroutine:. CNVTEST
Explanation: Should never happen. Look for a.softtaare.problem.
?Iessage: CNVTEST: ILLEGAL CONVERSION TYPE IN SITE DATA INFO. PROCESSING
STOPPED FOR SITE ID
Error Level: 12	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Bad in€ormation in the Sire.
 Data Descr.iption •file. Change
values on the Site Da ta Information form and /or change the
Site Data Description Utility.





Error Level: Bone	 Subroutine: CNTVTI ST
Explanation: Engineering units value of variable is outside of performance
analys t: specified limits.
Lless3e : ^'.1'ABLE 	 _ _ ^LAS BCH ERROR AT TIPlE
Error Levei: done	 Subroutine CWTEST
Explanation: A BCH flag error affects the portion of the rata data from
which the variables data was extracted. The .value .could be
wrong.
Message: A.RIABLE	 CHANGED TOO FAST AT TIME
Error Level: .lone	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Change between successive values of a variable exceeds per-.
.formance analyst s pecified lzrits.
Message t [lAlilABLE	 ED-,REJECTA T
Error Level:	 4	 Subroutine: CNVTEST
Explanation: Variable failed two or more tests (out—of -limits BC4 error,
or changing-to.o--East). and value:.-vas -Le`acted.
Vt'UAWIVAL YAUB 1S












SOLAR HEATING AND COOLING PROGRAM
ERDA 1-0037








SITE LOCATION:	 1915 WAXLEAF GREEN, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 35803
SITE NAME:













DATE OF DATA: DECEMBER 16, 1975
I HOT WATER I HEATING I COOLING: I	 1	 TOTAL SOLAR
I HOUR _ I _ -^ _ -	 ^-I ^. ,.	
-1 DHW I .....	 _ _	 SYSTEM) TOTAL PER ICONVENI COMF DHW
OF:
 ISOLAR I AUX	
T-[SOLAR I AUX SOLARI AUX 1 LOSS IAVAIL i COLLECT[ UTILIZE I CONV I OPl=R 	AUX I CENT ENERGYr 1NDEXI AVA..I
DAY ^ KWH KWH I KWH ^ KWH ^ KWH ^ KWH i WH ^ KYWH ^ KWH 
I 
KWH ^ % i POWER I KWH 1 SOLAR j SAVEW	 %
1 0--1 1 0.01	 1 0.00 1 10.13 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 20 1	 0.00 1 0.00	 1	 10.14
^
I	 0.0 0.23	 I
I
O.00 97.1	 1	 9.9i 1 100.1	 # 00. I
1--2
I
1 0.00 . 1
I	 I0.00 1 11.01 1 1O.afl 1 0.aa 1	 iI O.aa 0 r	 I10.00 a.00	 I	 11.01 10.0 1	 0.25	 1 0.00	 1 96.7	 10.76 1 100.0 1 100 t
2-3 1 0.02 0.00 1 14.93 1 0.00 1 0.00
1
1	 0.00 1 32
II	 0.00 1 0.00
	
1	 14.95 0.0 1 	 0.24	 1 0.00 114.71 1	 98.11 100
3-4 i 0.01 0.00	 1532 1 0.00 1 0.00 ^	 0.00 i ^ o ^	 0.00 0.00	 ^	 15.73 0.0 I	 O .26 0.00	 1 I '15.47 1 : 96.31 100




.1 	 0.7 1 100	 1
L ._..1 _ _ i^ ._. l....^ L _ _1 _ ._	 - .. 1L ..._ L _ L _ ..,	 _ _ -i _ r,_l ._ _. L
Figure 8-6. Daily System Performance Summary
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Ffjure B-7. User Output Samples
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Table 8.3.	 Remote Site Description Data Input Sheet(s)
Page 1 Instructions
Complete page I of the remote site description data input sheet using the following
-	 instructions for each information block on the form.
General Information
BLOCK LEADING Instruction
SITEID 2 character Site Identification Number
SYSID 2 Character System Identification Number
SITE {NAME Up to 50 Character Site Name
STREET ADDRESS Up to 50 Character Street Address of the Site
CITY, STATE, UP CODE Up to 50 characters for City, State, and Zip Code
LATITUDE Up to 10 character of latitude Information
LONGITUDE Up to 10 characters of Longitude Information
?OOF PITCH Up to 2 characters showing pitch of roof
ORIENTATION Up to.2 characters indicating building orientation
DESIGN LOAD Up to 12 characters of design load information
POWER COST Up to 10 characters of cost of power
AUXILIARY SYSTEM Up to 20 characters indicating auxiliary system used
Collector Subsystem
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
IDEINTIFICATION 2 characters of Collector Subsystem Identifier
MFG. CODE 2 character manufacturers code
MATERIAL CODE 2 character code for material
TYPE (L1/AI) LI for Liquid or Al for Air
SYSTEM TYPE SF-single family or MF-Multiple Family or CO-commercial
QRIGI AL PAGE IS
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EC-Economic or MR-Marginal or UN-Uneconomical
Up to 20 characters for name of Collector System
manufacturer
Up to 20 characters describing the absorber material
Up to 20 characters describing the configuration of
the absorber
Up to 10 characters describing absorber coating
2 characters indicating the number of covers
Up to 10 characters describing cover material
Up to 10 characters showing standard power size
Operational status, AS-available off shelf or LP-
limited production
2 character independent agency certification code
2 character operating life code
2 characters indicating Energy Collection (Rated)
Up to 4 characters of collector inlet temperature
Up to 4 characters of collector outlet temperature
Up to 4 characters indicating collector flow rate
132




'	 RECORDING FORMAT 1 character showing format of SDAS recording
NO. OF PARAMETERS Up to 4 characters indicating number of parameters




ID 2 character storage subsystem identification
TYPE 2 character storage type
COMMERCIAL ID 2 character storage commercial identification
DIMENSION 10 characters showing storage dimension
FHERMAL CAP 2 characters of rated thermal capacity
RATED TEMP Up to 4 characters of rated temperature
RATED PRESSURE Up to 4 characters showing rated pressure
BURST PRESSURE Up to 4 characters showing burst pressure
PRESSURE RANGE Up to 10 characters indicating pressure range
COOLING SUBSYSTEM
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
ID 2 character cooling subsystem identification
MATERIAL ID 2 character identification of material
FLUID ID 2 character identification of fluid
SAFETY CODE 2 character safety code
OIi,1GII I`.^L U G IS
or Poor.
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PERFORMANCE DATA Up to 80 characters of performance data
HEATING SUBSYSTEM
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
ID 2 character identification of the heating subsystem
MATERIAL ID 2 character identification of material
TYPE 2 character heating type indicator
COMM. ID 2 characters of commercial identification
SAFETY CODE 2 character safety code
PERFORMANCE DATA Up to 80 characters of performance data
CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
ID 2 character identification of the control subsystem
LOGIC ID 2 character identification of logic
PARAMETERS Up to 80 characters of parameter data
SENSOR TYPES Up to 80 characters showing sensor types
OPERATING MODES Up to 80 characters indicating operating modes
HOT WATER SUBSYSTEM
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
ID 2 character identification of this hot water subsystem
TYPE 2 character indicating type of subsystem
134
Table 8.3. Remote Site Description
-
Data Input Sheet(s) (Continued)
Page 5
HOT WATER SUBSYSTEM (Cont'd
BLOCK HEADING	 Instruction
COMMERCIAL ID	 2 characters of commercial identification
FLUID INTERFACE SEPARATION 2 characters of fluid separation
TOXICITY POTENTIAL	 2 character codes showing toxicity
SAFETY STANDARD	 2 character code indicating safety standard
TRANSPORT SUBSYSTEM
BLOCK HEADING	 Instruction
ID	 2 character identification of the transport subsystem
COMMERCIAL ID	 2 characters of commercial identification
DESCRIPTION
	






Table 8.3. Remote _Site Description_Data„ Tnput 5heet(s) (Continued)
Page
Page 2 Instructions



























 3 and above instructions
Complete a two line entry for each parameter being received from the SDAS. Use
•	 as many pages as required.
SDAS PARAMETER DATA
Instruction
Up to 7 characters of a unique field name
2 characters showing size of the parameter in bytes
2 characters indicating set in remote data file
5 characters indicating made-either ALPHA or NUMBER
Up to 7 characters giving name of input routine
Up to 7 characters giving name of output routine
Up to 7 characters showing name of edit mask used
Up to 69 characters labeling the parameter
Group indication either Yes (Y) or No (N)


































































































SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS	 F 1
Always ' D'	 1
Always '0 1
AN, RJZF if less than 2 positions
AN, RJZF if less than 2 positions
AN, W, punch as shown
Always 'D'
Al ways '02'
Dupe from Card 1
Dupe from Card 1
AN, LJ, punch as shown
Always 'D'
Always '03'
Dupe from Card 2
Dupe from Card 2
AN, LJ, punch as shown
Always 'D'
Always '04'
Dupe from Card 3
Dupe from Card 3
A/N, LJ, punch as shown
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JOB NUMBER:
	 EFFECTIVE DATE:
3NAME: Remote Site Description Data Input Sheet S















































AN, U. punch as shown
A/N, RJ, reject greater than 2
AM, RJ, reject greater than 2
AN, RJ, punch as shown
AN, RJ punch as shown
E
AN, RJ punch as shown
Al ways ' D'
Always '05'
Dupe from Card 4






A/N, Skip of blank
N, skip if blank
A/N, sH p if blank
AM LJ, punch as shown
AM, LJ, punch as shown










































































































Dupe from Card 5
Dupe from Card 5
AN, LJ, punch as shown
AN, RJZF
AN, LJ, punch as shown
AN, LJ, punch as shown
AN, punch as shown
AN, LJ, punch as shown
AN, LJ, punch as shown
AN, LJ, punch as shown
AN, RJZF, skip if blank
AN, RJZF, skip if blank
AN, RJZF, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, RJZF, skip if blank
AN, LJ, punch as shown
Z 1












^.< ,,;777 	 '77
Always 'D'
Always '07'
Dupe from Card 6
KEYPUNCH OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS




CARD COL NO, OF COL'S FIELD DESCRIPTION SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
(Card 7 Cont'd)
9 2 System ID Dupe from Card 6
11 2 ID AN, LJ skip if blank
13 2 Type AN, LJ skip if blank
1s 2 Commercial ID AN, Lk skip if blank
17 10 Dimension AN, LJ skip if blank
27 2 Thermal ^.ap AN, LJ skip if blank
29 4 Rated Temp AN, LJ skip if blank
33 4 Rated Pressure AN, LJ skip if blank
37 4 Durst Pressure AN, LJ skip if blank
41 10 Rated Range AN, LJ skip if blank
Card 8_ (Cooling Subsystem)
1 1 Transaction Code Always	 'DI
2 2 Card Code Always '08'
4 5 Site ID Dupe from Card 7
9 2 System ID Dupe from Card 7
11 2 ID AN, skip if blank
13 2 Material	 ID AN, skip if blank
1s 2 Fluid ID AN skip if blank
17 2 Safety Code AN, skip if blank
19 61 Performance Data AN, LJ, skip if blank
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JOB NUMBER.	 EFFECTIVE DATE:
' NAME.
I CARDCOL. ENO. OF COL'S FIELD DESCRIPTION














Dupe from Card 8
Dupe from Card 8
AN, Skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank





















































Dupe from Card 9
Dupe from Card 9
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank












































CARD COL, 1NO.OFCCt.'S FIELD DESCRIPTION
1d








4	 5	 Site ID	 -Dupe from Card 10
	9	 2	 System ID	 Dupe from Card 10
	
11	 69	 Sensor Types




































Dupe from Card 11
Dupe from Card 11
Aid, LJ, punch as shown
Al ways ' D'
Always '13'
Dupe from Card 12
Dupe from Card 12
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
AN, skip if blank
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JOB NUMBER.	 EFFECTIVE DATE
NAME
CARD COL. NO, OF COL' S 	 FIELD DESCRIPTION	 SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Card 14 (Transport Subsystem)
	








4	 5	 Site ID
	
Dupe from Card 13
	
9	 2	 System ID
	




AN, skip if blank
	
13	 2	 Commercial ID
	




AN, LJ, punch as shown
Card 15 (Transport Subsystem, Cont
	








4	 5	 Site ID
	
Dupe from Card 14
	
9	 2	 System ID
	
Dupe from Card 14
	
11	 69	 Description Cont.	 AN, LJ, punch as shown
WL
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Tabie ti.5. kbneet i of 3)
Subsystem Evaluation Input Sheet
Complete the subsystem evaluation input sheet using the following instructions for
each information block on the form.
General Information
BLOCK HEADING	 Instruction
DATE	 Month, Day, Year of Input
HOUR	 2 character hour of evaluation data
NO. OF SAMPLE	 2 characters indicating number of samples
DATA SOURCE
	 1 character denoting source of data




	 2 characters of Collector Subsystem Identifier
MFG. CODE
	 2 character manufacturers code
MATERIAL CODE	 2 character code for material
TYPE
	 LI for Liquid or Al for Air
SYSTEM TYPE
	 SF-Single Family, MF-Multiple Family or CO-Commercial
COST CATEGORY
	 EC-Econcmic, MR-Marginal or UN-Uneconomical
MANUFACTURERS NAME
	
	 UP to 20 characters for name of Collector Subsystem
manufacturer
ABSORBER MATERIAL
	 Up to 20 characters describing the absorber material
ABSORBER CONFIGURATION	 Up to 20 characters describing the configuration of the absorb
ABSORBER COATING
	 Up to 10 characters describing absorber coating
NO. OF COVERS
	 2 characters indicating the number of covers
COVER MATERIAL
	 Up to 10 characters describing cover material
PANEL SIZE	 Up to 10 characters showing standard panel size





























2 character independent agency certification code
2 character operating life code
2 characters indicating Energy Collection (Rated)
Up to 4 characters of collector iviiet temp.
Up to 4 characters of collector outlet temp.
Up to 4 characters indicating Collector Flow Rates
Storage Subsystem
Instruction
2 character Storage Subsystem identification
2 character storage type
2 character commercial identification
10 characters showing storage dimension
2 characters of rated thermal capacity
Up to 4 characters of rated temperature
Up to 4 characters showing rated pressure
Up to 4 characters showing burst pressure
Up to 10 characters indicating pressure range
Up to 80 characters of performance data
Coolin Subs stem
Instruction
2 character Cooling Subsystem identification
2 character identification of material
2 character identification of Fluid
2 character safety code
Up to 80 characters of performance data
OBIGINAL PAGE .;$
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Table B.B. (Sheet 3 of 3)
Heating Subsystem
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
ID 2 character identification of the Heating Subsystem
MATERIAL ID 2 character identification of material
TYPE 2 character heating type indicator
COMM ID 2 characters of commercial identification
SAFETY CODE 2 character safety code
PERFORMANCE DATA Up to BO characters of performance data
Control Subsystem
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
ID 2 character identification of Control Subsystem
LOGIC ID 2 character identification of logic
PARAMETERS Up to SO characters of sensor types
OPERATING MODES Up to 80 characters indicating operating modes
Hot Water Subsystem
BLOCK HEADING Instruction
ID 2 character identification of Hot Water Subsystem
TYPE 2 characters indicating type of system
COMMERCIAL ID 2 characters of commercial identification
FLUID INTERFACE SEPARATION 2 characters of fluid separation
TOXICITY POTENTIAL 2 character code showing toxicity
SAFETY STANDARD 2 character code indicating safety standard
147
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' NAME: Subsystem Evaluation Input Sheet

































From cols, 15-18 of card 1
A/N, RJZF
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank
Always 'C'
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, LJ, punch as shown
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	 Subsystem Evaluation Input Sheet


















































































From cols. 15-18 of card 1
A/N, LJ, punch as shown
A/fi, LJ, punch as shown
A/N, RJZF
A/N, LJ, punch as shown
A/N, LJ, punch as shown
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank
A/IN, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank
A/N, skip if blank


























From cols. 15-18 of card 1
A/N, LJ, skip if blank
A/FI, LJ, skip if blank
AM LJ, skip if blank
A/N, LJ, skip if blank
p^sF_JL_ p bL__^
JOB NUMBER.
NAME:	 Subsystem Evaluation Input Sheet
EFFECTIVE DATE.
CARO COL. NO. OF COL'S FIEt-O DESCRIPTION SPECIAL. INSTRUCTIONS
Card 4 (Storage Subsystem
24 2 Thermal Cap AIN, LJ, skip if blank
26 4 Rated Temperature AIN, Li, skip if blank
30 4 Rated Pressure AIN, LJ, skip if blank
34 4 Burst Pressure AIN, LJ, skip if blank
42 4 Rated Range AIN, W, skip if blank
46 34 Performance Data A/N, LJ, punch as shown
Card 5 (Cooling Subsy§tem)
Transaction Code Always V
2 Card Code Always	 '05'
4 4 Subsystem From cols. 15-18 of card I
8 2 ID AIN, W, skip if blank
10 2 Material	 I D AIN, W, skip if blank
12 2 Fluid ID AIN, W, skip if blank
14 2 Safety Code A/N, LJ, skip if blank
16 64 Performance Data A/N, LJ, punch as shown
2 2 Card Code Always	 '06'
4 4 Subsystem From cols. 15-18 of card I
01
11
2 TAT300R QL "MMaterial ID	 OF I -A/N, LJ, skip if blank





KEYPUNCH OPERA i ING INSTRUCTIONS	
PAGE 4 OF 5
JOB NUMBER.	 EFFECTIVE DATE:
NAME.	 Subsystem Evaluation Input Sheet
CARD COL, NO. OF COL'S FIELD OrSCRIPTION SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Card 6(Heating Subsystem
Continued
16 2 Safety Code A/N, LJ, skip ib blank
18 62 Performance Data A/N, LJ, punch as shown
Card 7 (Control Subsystem)
1 1 Transaction Code Always
	 'D'




4 4 Subsystem From cols. 15-18 of card 1
8 2 ID A/N, LJ, skip if blank
10 2 Logic ID A/Pl, LJ, skip if blank
1 2 68 Parameters A/N, LJ, punch as shown
Card $	 Control _Subsystem
Continued
1 1 Transaction Code Always	 'D'
2 2 Card Code Always	 '08'
4 4 Subsystem From cols.	 15-18 of card 1
8 72 Sensor Types A/N, LJ, punch as shown
Card 9 (Control Subs stem
Continued
1 1 Transaction Code Always	 'D'
2 2 Card Code Always	 '09'
•;	 4 4 Subsystem From cols.	 15-18 of card 1
I	 8 72 Operating Nodes A/N, LJ, punch as shown




''NAME.	 Subsystem Evaluation Input Sheet
CARD COL. NO. OF COL'S FIELD DE.7CRIPTIO N
Card 10 {HotWater Subsystem)
1 1 Transaction Code




12 2 Commercial ID
14 2 Fluid Interface Separation
16 2 Toxicity Potential
























9.0 CDPS REQUEST COORDINATOR GUIDELINES
The CAPS Request Coordiiator is the focal point for the processing of requests
for CDPS services. He provides the following:
(1) External User Interface
°	 (2) Performance Analyst Interface
(3) CDPS Software Change Coordination
(4) Data Base Contents and Security
9.1 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents are considered pertinent to the request coordinator's
functions:
(1) CDPS Software Performance Specification. Document
(2) CDPS Software Design Document
(3) MFC Data System Plan
(4) Solar Heating and Cooling lustrumentation and Installation
Guidelines
(5) SDAS Performance Specification
(6) NIPS User Manuals
9.2 EXTERNAL USER INTERFACE
The External user (outside IBM and MSFC) will request CDPS services via the
appropriate government agency for which he is performing tasks to ERDA. These
requests will be forwarded to MSFC for evaluation and action by IBM. The request
coordinator will handle all interface for CDPS services and will provide resulting
data to MSFC for transmittal to the user requesting the data.
9.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYST INTERFACES
Performance Analyst input requests for remote site initiation, site description
changes, site deletion, and special processing will be coordinated and accomplished
through the request coordinator. The coordinator will ensure that proper authority
exists for all changes to the remote site definition and will review all results of
1A	 CDPS processing to ensure that requests have been fully satisfied.
4 ^ 0011 ^U
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9.4 CDPS SOFTWARE CHANGES
All changes to the CDPS software resulting frcw either new requirements or
correction of software deficiencies will be formal:!.y controlled. The coordinator
will provide the interface through which changes axe requested and implemented.
9.5 —DATA BASE CONTENTS AND SECURITY	 n
The :.quest coordinator will control access to the performance evaluation
data basc^ and will provide training to personnel authorized to access the data
base. Ian addition, all data entered into the data base (other than instrumentation
data) will be coordinated through the request coordinator.
APPENDIX A




This manual is Intended to assist the user in exercising the steps necessary to
generate plots on a Tektronix display terminal using the NIPS software package.
The user must be familiar with the NIPS Terminal Processing (TP) capability.
The hardware components which are used in conjunction with NIPS are:
(1) The IBM 3277 Display Unit
(2) The Tektronix 4015-1 Display Unit
The IBM 3277 will be used for NIPS software application and the Tektronix for
graphics.
In order to present the user with an overview of the complete process involved
in generating plots, a functional flow illustrated in Figure A will be discussed.
1	 (1) Using NIPS and the NIPS TP, an information retrievable query is made by
Al addressing and updating a RIT data file. This causes selected parameters
based on a. particular site and date to be abstracted from a NIPS data base.
These parameters are then stored (RETR DATA BASE) for subsequent recall to
be plotted. A detailed description and use of the RIT data file is con-
tained in Section 2.1.
(2) Finally, using the NIPS TP, a joo is submitted from the 3277 terminal to
the host computer which will:
o	 Address the RETR data base and reformat the DATA.
o	 Pass the plot information to a Tektronix display for plot generation.
A detailed description of the steps necessary to submit a job using NIPS TP and
the 3277 terminal is contained in Section 3.0.
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2.1 RIT DATA FILES
There is basically one file format that the user must be familiar with, i.e.,
the RIT data file. The purpose of this data file is to give the user flexibi-
lity in specifying:
•	 The site from which the variable/variables are to be selected
•	 The recording date for the variable/variables.
To accommodate all the predefined variables to be plotted, each variable or
variables (in the case of multiple plots) will have assigned to it a unique RIT
data file. This permits the user to select beforehand the variables to be
plotted.
The format of this file is illustrated in Figure B and defined as follows:
Line	 Function/Remarks
1-10	 Defines the control information necessary to retrieve selected data.
The user under normal operation will not modify these lines because
they will be unique for a given parameter to be retrieved from the
NIPS data base.
11	 Defines the site (AAAAA) and the recording period (BBBBBB) specified
by the user for the variables to be plotted.
From the preceding definition and referring again. to Figure B we see that, if
the user requested Site 3 and a recording date of September 1, 1976, line 11
would be modified as follows:





(1) CREATE RITID=PLOTOI STORE=TEMP
(2) FILE HOURLY
(3) FORMAT TAPE NAME PLOT01
(4) RECORDI IF RDATE EQ PARAM 7/12 AND ROSID EQ PARAM 2/6
(5) RECORDI 12 PARAM 1/12
(6) RECORD2 IF RDATE EQ PARADS 7/12 AND ROSID EQ PARAM 2/6
(7) RECORD2 7 Nlll
(8) RECORD 2 2 '01'
(9) END
(10) SOURCE DIRECT
(11) PUBLISH SPECIAL=PLOTOI PARAM='IAAAAABBBBBB'
Figure B. RIT Data File Format
2.2 UNIQUE RIT DATA FILES
As discussed in Section 2.1, each variable to be plotted will have its own RIT
data file. The user need only know the variable required and its RIT data file
identification to attain the requested plot.
Each RIT data file will be stored with its associated identifier for immediate
recall. At the present time no standard plots have been defined, but for pur-
poses of illustration, the following could be an example,
IDENTIFIER	 VARIABLE	 TITLE
PLOT1	 Nlll	 'ECSS CON EFF'
PLOT2	 N,113	 'AVG AMB DB V
PLOT26
	
Q604	 'TOT E EN RG SAV'
NOTE: The ordinate for the predefined plots is designated by the column en-
titled 'TITLE' and the obscissa defaults to 'TIME IN HRS' in 24 hourly incre-









3.0 NIPS TERMINAL PROCESSOR (TP) REMOTE JOB EXECUTION
Through the NIPS TP, certain commands must be exercised in order to update a
RIT data file and/or submit a job remotely for execution on the host computer.
The following paragraphs will discuss these commands and their resultant actions.
Note:	 Symbol	 Meaning
b.	 Start Key, Terminal Input
O	 Entry Key, End of Terminal Input
O	 Response from NIPS TP
(1) ► LOGON AQUILA 7RO
(2) D /G MEM=PLOTI LIB=NIPPLOT 7E0-
(D EOM RECEIVED
EDIT PROCES` COINT T XTED. START CONVERSATION.
(3) 0, SO





O EDIT PROCESS COMPLETED. START CONVERSATION'.
(6) ►
 SCE
-0 OUTPUT QUEUE SCRATCHED. CONVERSATION TERMINATED.
(7) 0- 7SO
O QUERY DELETED.






1 This NIPS TP Command initiates the terminal session.
=- - 2 This NIPS TP Command brings into the NIPS TP work file the PDS member
PLOT1.	 This member contains the RIT data file and the necessary job
- control language for the plot generation of Variable N1ll. 	 (See
Section 2.2) .
F 3--4 These NIPS TP Commands must be entered before another NIPS TP Command
' is issued.
5 This NIPS TP Command updates the RIT data file (Section 2,1). 	 This
.: changes the line with sequence number 110 (Figure B) in the NIPS TP
work file such that PARAM='1AA.AAABBBBBB' becomes PARA,M-'100004760102'.
This will cause parameter N111 recorded on January 2, 1976 from Site
'+ to be retrieved and stored for plotting.









The following terminal session was used to generate a single plot on the 4015-1
Tektronix terminal.
Note:	 Symbol	 Meaning
►	 Start Key, Start of Terminal Input
p	 Entry Key, End of Terminal Input
O	 Response from NIPS TP
(1) ► LOGON AQUILA 7RO
(2) ►
 /G MEM=PLOT1 LIB=NIPPLOT 7E O
O EOM RECEIVED
O EDIT PROCESS COMPLETED. START CONVERSATION.
(3) ►
 S C1
O OUTPUT QUEUE SCRATCHED. CONVERSATION TERMINATED.
(4) ► 7SO
O QUERY DELETED.
(5) ! /C 110/IAAAAABBBBBB/100003760901/
O EOM RECEIVED.
(D EDIT PROCESS COMPLETED. CONVERSATION TERMINATED.
(6) ► S CJ
O OUTPUT QUEUE SCRATCHED. CONVERSATION TERMINATED.
;7) i 7S0
O QUERY DELETED.
(8) ► /SUBMIT 7E J
O EOM RECEIVED
O EDIT PROCESS COMPLETED. CONVERSATION TERMINATED.




1 This NIPS TP Command initiates the terminal session.
2 This NIPS TP Command brings into the TP work file the PDS member
PLOT1.	 This member contains the RIT data file and the necessary job
control language For the plot generation of Variable N111 (see Sec-
tion 2.2).
3-4 These NIPS TP Commands must be entered before another NIPS TP Command
is issued.
5 This NIPS TP Command updates the RIT data file (Section 2.1).	 This
changes the line with Sequence Number 116 (Figure B) in the NIPS TP
work file such that PARAM='lAP,AA-ABBBBBB' becomes PARAM='100003760901'.
This will cause parameter N1ll recorded on September 1, 1976 from Site
3 to be retrieved and stored for plotting.
6-7 These NIPS TP Commands must be entered before another MIPS TP Command
is issued.
8 This NIPS TP Command submits the contents of the :TIPS work file for
execution by the host computer.
9 This NIPS TF Command terminates the terminal session.
The output from this terminal session is illustrated in Figures C and D.
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